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Literature
and Drama
1. Journal d’un substitut de campagne

al-Hakim, Tawfiq; Tewfik el-Hakim; S.E. Hafez
Afifi Pacha [Preface]; G. Wiet [Translator]; Z. M.
Hassan [Translator]
Cairo, Egypt: Editions de La Revue Caire, 1939. First
French edition. Signed by Tawfiq al-Hakim on the
limitation page, copy #264 of 450 thus. [viii], 154
pp. Bound in contemporary half vellum with gouache
decorated boards, leather spine label lettered in gilt,
top edge gilt; original wraps bound in. In French.
Near Fine with light soiling and ear to vellum, fore
edge shows hint of foxing. A beautifully bound,
signed copy of a novel by a major figure in Arabic
literature, translated into French two years after its
original Arabic edition. al-Hakim (1898-1987) was a
major Egyptian playwright and novelist.

[#140944078]		
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$800

2. The Book of Imaginary Beings

Borges, Jorge Luis; Norman Thomas di
Giovanni [Translator]; Margarita Guerrero
New York: E.P. Dutton & Company Inc.,
1969. First American edition. Review copy.
Signed by Jorge Luis Borges on the half title
in blue ink, inscribed around that by the translator, Norman Thomas di Giovanni in the year
of publication, to scholar and translator Robert
Lima. Lima wrote the first critical work on
Borges in English. His small slips of paper are
laid into the book as are some brief notes and
publisher’s prospectus. An excellent association between the Argentinian author and an
American critic of his work.
256 pp. Bound in publisher’s cloth with gilt
spine lettering. Near Fine in Near Fine, shelfworn dust jacket. A very nice copy.

[#140944058]

$4,000
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3. Dreamtigers

Borges, Jorge Luis; Mildred Boyer [Translator]; Harold Morland [Translator]
Austin: University of Texas Press, 1964. First American
edition. Signed by Jorge Luis Borges on half title, inscribed
in Spanish to Robert Lima. 96 pp. Bound in publisher’s
black cloth with copper spine lettering. Fine in a Near Fine
dust jacket with small closed tear to front panel, light shelf
wear, toning. A collection of prose pieces and poetry by the
Argentinian author.

[#140944056]
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$3,000

4. Ficciones

Borges, Jorge Luis
New York: Grove Press, 1962. First American edition,
wrappered issue. Signed by Jorge Luis Borges on title page.
Robert Lima’s copy. 174 pp. Very Good with light rubbing
and shelfwear, creased spine, slight corner crease. Acclaimed short stories by the Argentinian master of the form.

[#140944057]

$3,500

5. Short Stories
Boyle, Kay

Paris: The Black Sun Press, 1929. First edition. Copy #39
of 150 copies on Hollande Van Gelder Zonen to be sold at
the bookshop of Harry F. Marks in New York. [viii], 55, [3]
pp. Bound in publisher’s wraps in glassine, housed in gold
foil chemise with ribbon ties. Near Fine in glassine with a
very small tear at the foot, in a Very Good chemise, rubbed
along hinges with a little chipping to foil, a little fraying to
ribbons at ends.
The rare first story collection by a prolific, critically-acclaimed modernist American author, published by expatriate Harry Crosby’s Black Sun Press.

[#140943481]

$2,500

6. The Sleepwalkers
Broch, Hermann

London: Martin Secker, 1932. First British edition. 648 pp.
Bound in publisher’s purple cloth with gilt spine lettering.
Very Good+ with light wear and dust soiling, former owner’s name on front free endpaper. Lacking dust jacket. The
uncommon first English-language edition of the acclaimed
novel by Austrian writer Hermann Broch.

[#140943563]

$350
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7. Cold Dogs in the Courtyard
Bukowski, Charles

Chicago: Literary Times / Cyfoeth Publications, 1965.
First edition. Signed by Charles Bukowski in the year of
publication on the title page. 23 pp. Stapled tan wraps.
Near Fine with a tiny spot of light soiling to the front
cover. One of only 500 copies of Buk’s only self-published chapbook, comprised of “overlooked (or lookedover and shunned)” poems.

[#140943797]
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$2,200

8. The Days Run Away Like Wild Horses
Over the Hills
Bukowski, Charles

Los Angeles: Black Sparrow Press, 1969. First edition,
hardcover, numbered, signed and illustrated edition. Number 21 of a limited 50 copies signed by Charles Bukowski
and with an original illustration by him bound in. Handbound by Earle Gray in publisher’s original paper-covered
boards over striped velveteen spine cloth. Near Fine with
trivial wear, in publisher’s original acetate jacket, which is
a little wavy, chipped at one spine end and with slight wear
to the ends of the flap folds. Krunhansl 32c.

[#140943939]

$6,000
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9. The Conjure Woman

title label on spine, contemporary former owner name to
the front paste down.

Cambridge, MA: Printed at the Riverside Press, 1899. First
edition, large paper issue. copy number 27 of a limited
150. Signed by Charles Chesnutt on the title page, with an
inscription reading “Sincerely Yours, Chas. W. Chesnutt.”
Bound in publisher’s original brown cloth with printed
paper title label on the spine. Very Good with slight lean
to binding, a bit of soiling and darkening to cloth at edges,
shallow chipping at spine ends, toning and some loss to

A collection of short stories as told in dialect by Uncle
Julius, a freed slave, in antebellum North Carolina. Signed
copies of this book are incredibly scarce, with one copy of
the first trade edition appearing at auction in 2013 and a
second printing appearing in 2004.

Chesnutt, Charles W.
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[#140943990]

$32,000

10. The Awakening
Chopin, Kate

Chicago and New York: Herbert S. Stone & Company,
1899. First edition. Bound in publisher’s pale green cloth,
decoratively stamped in dark green and red; top edge gilt.
Near fine with light darkening to the spine and pages toned.
One of the first novels to focus on women’s issues without
condescension, and seen as a landmark work in early feminism. A beautiful copy of a book uncommon in such nice
condition.

#140944128

$17,500
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11. The Year of Magical Thinking
Didion, Joan

New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 2005. First edition. Signed by
Joan Didion on the title page. Bound in publisher’s original paper-covered boards over green spine cloth lettered
in gilt. Small, light stain to front cover, else Fine in a Near
Fine dust jacket with slight shelf wear and light sunning.
An account of the year following the death of the author’s
husband.
[#140942992]

$1,650

12. Old Possum’s Book of Practical Cats
Eliot, T. S.

London: Faber and Faber, 1939. Advance proof of the
first British edition of T. S. Eliot’s whimsical collection of
poems about feline psychology and sociology. Bound in
publisher’s original yellow wraps printed in black. Typed
title label to spine over old handwritten title. Very Good
with soiling and light creasing. A very scarce format of this
beloved collection of poetry. Eliot wrote these poems in the
1930s and included them, under his assumed name “Old
Possum”, in letters to his godchildren.
[#140944049]
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$15,000

13. Tender is the Night
Fitzgerald, F. Scott

New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1934. First edition;
first issue with the Scribner’s “A” on the copyright page. In
a beautiful and unrestored first issue dust jacket. Bound in
publisher’s dark green cloth with spine lettered in gilt, with
decorations by Edward Shenton.
Near Fine with light splashes to cloth, light crease to front
paste down, toning to pages and old bookseller ticket to
rear paste down. In a Near Fine unclipped first issue dust
jacket with slight sunning to the spine, light wear at the
extremities with chipping and a stray mark to the crown,

a tiny spot and a small patch of light discoloration to the
front panel, and a light tidemark near the foot of the spine
visible from the blindside.
The author’s fourth and final novel. Set in French Riviera
during the twilight of the Jazz Age, the 1934 novel chronicles the rise and fall of Dick Diver, a promising young psychiatrist, and his wife, Nicole, who is one of his patients.
The story mirrors events in the lives of the author and his
wife Zelda Fitzgerald as Dick starts his descent into alcoholism and Nicole descends into mental illness.

[#140943629]

$38,000
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An outstanding collection of books with impeccable provenance
inscribed by Gabriel Garcia Marquez to the same collector
14. No One Writes to the Colonel and Other Stories; One Hundred Years of Solitude;
Innocent Erendira; In Evil Hour; Chronicle of a Death Foretold; The Story of a
Shipwrecked Sailor; Clandestine in Chile;
Love in the Time of Cholera; The General
in His Labyrinth; Strange Pilgrims; Love
and Other Demons; News of a Kidnapping;
Living to Tell the Tale; Memories of My
Melancholy Whores; Vivir para contarla;
One Hundred Years of Solitude (Limited
Editions Club).
Garcia Marquez, Gabriel

New York / Bogata: Harper & Row, Alfred A. Knopf, Henry
Holt, The Limited Editions Club, Grupo Editorial Norma,
1968, 1970, 1970, 1978, 1979, 1983, 1986, 1987, 1988,
1990, 1993, 1995, 1997, 2002, 2003, 2005. A fantastic collection of sixteen first editions, all signed by Nobel Laureate Gabriel Garcia Marquez and all inscribed by him to the
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same recipient, Richard Mattie. A painstaking exercise in
book collecting, undertaken by the resourceful Mattie over
a period spanning from 1997 to 2005 with the assistance of
a number of contacts in Mexico who had a close connection
to the author by which the signatures were obtained. The
collection is accompanied by a 1-inch thick folder, titled

by Mattie “The Gabriel Garcia Marquez File
1997-2005”, in which he has meticulously
documented this nearly decade-long collecting
venture, preserving every letter, fax, postal
receipt, wire and emails (printed out in full). A
remarkable collection.
All sixteen books are first American editions,
with the exception of Vivir para cotarla which
is the true first edition in Spanish, the Columbian edition published by Grupo Editorial
Norma, Bogota, 2002. Most books are Fine
in Fine unclipped dust jackets, with several exceptions: Strange Pilgrims has slight
cloth discoloration at the base of the book;
No One Writes to the Colonel has a partial
name erasure top of the front free endpaper
and some top edge foxing, else Near Fine in a
bright first issue DJ with a minuscule closed
tear bottom of front panel and a small scratch
to the front spine joint else fine; One Hundred
Years of Solitude is Very Good with light wear
to extremities, soiling to cloth, a contemporary
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former owner inscription written in Spanish and dated 1970
at the top of the half-title page, in a Very Good first issue
dust jacket with the exclamation mark at the end of “Latin
America” on the front flap, with some old tape-reside to the
blindside, shallow edge wear and rubbing; the dust jacket
of Evil Hour is price-clipped; faint staining to rear cloth of
Love in the Time of Cholera though still Near fine.

Friend,” and is signed and dated 1998; notable as Garcia
Marquez rarely inscribed in English. Additionally, Mattie
reportedly said that Garcia Marquez commented that this
was the first time he signed this book. Fine in a Near Fine
slipcase, with glassine wrapper toned, wrinkled, edge worn,
with several pieces of tape and three small circular labels at
one spine end.

The Limited Editions Club (LEC) of One Hundred Years
of Solitude is inscribed in English, “To Richard, from his

[#140943984]
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$58,000

15. Lord of the Flies
Golding, William

London: Faber and Faber, 1954. An extremely rare advance
proof copy of the first edition. According to Quill and
Brush’s 2007 Author Price Guide, Faber produced perhaps
ten copies in this format and according to bookseller Ken
Lopez noting in 1998, there were four known extant copies.
Though it’s possible since 1998 a copy or so may have
surfaced, the number of extant copies would still range
between four and below about ten. That being said, none
have appeared in auction records as far as we can deduce,
and this format remains truly scarce.
Bound in publisher’s buff wraps printed in black, utilizing
a paper stock which differs from that used in the published
edition.
Very Good with lean to binding, wear, light foxing, soiling
and light sunning to wraps with light loss at spine ends,
pages toned. Ink notation to front cover and rubber stamp
“keeping” to first sheet. A rare advance format of a major
novel in 20th Century literature.

[#140943137]

$17,500

16. Rachel: A Play in Three Acts
Grimke, Angelina W.

Boston: The Cornhill Publishing Company, 1920. First
edition. 96 pp. Bound in publisher’s original brown paper-covered boards with green spine cloth lettered in gilt.
Near Fine with light wear to spine ends and spine gilt
dulled, light soiling to front cover, toning to pages and light
offsetting to endsheets.
Rachel is generally accepted as the first published and
produced play by an African American woman; it originally
ran in 1916 at Myrtill Miner Normal School in Washington,
D.C. The playwright was also a lesbian whose sexuality
figured prominently in her work, and an important figure in
the Harlem Renaissance.

[#140943866]

$2,500
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17. Sally Bowles

Isherwood, Christopher
London: The Hogarth Press, 1937. First edition. Bound in
publisher’s original blue cloth with spine lettered in darker
black. Fine, in a Near Fine dust jacket with light toning to
spine and light soiling. A very sharp and bright copy of a
book and jacket not normally seen in such nice condition.

[#140943666]

$5,000

18. Mexico City Blues
Kerouac, Jack

New York: Grove Press, 1959. First hardcover trade edition. Bound in publisher’s original grey cloth with spine
lettered in gilt. Near Fine with light wear to corners and
spine ends. In a Near Fine with light toning and light edge
wear, and a small nick near the center of the front spine
fold.

[#140943588]
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$6,000

19. To Kill a Mockingbird
Lee, Harper

London: William Heinemann, 1960. First British edition.
Signed by Harper Lee on the front free end paper. Bound
in publisher’s original maroon cloth-affect boards with
spine lettered in silver. Near Fine with foxing to textblock
edge, light offsetting to endsheets. In a Near Fine unclipped
dust jacket with light edge wear, browning, light foxing
and light fading to the spine. A lovely copy, signed by the
author.

[#140943463]

$45,000

20. The Velvet Underground

Leigh, Michael; Louis Berg, M.D. [Foreword]
New York: Macfadden Books, 1963. First edition, first
issue with dedication to Louis Berg and Rabbi Julius A.
Leibert on copyright page rather than table of contents. 192
pp. Wraps. Very Good+ with light wear, small indent to
front wrap, faint corner crease.
An account of unusual and fringe sexuality published in the
tamer half of the ‘60s. Reputedly avant garde composer and
musician Tony Conrad found a copy on the street in New
York and then showed it to the musical group that would
take their name from it. Lou Reed, in particular, read and
enjoyed the book according to biographer Anthony DeCurtis; he liked the idea of the secret “undergound” chronicled
herein.

[#140943689]

$250
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21. Blood Meridian
McCarthy, Cormac

New York: Random House, 1985. An advance review copy of the first edition, with publisher’s slip and prospectus laid in.
Bound in publisher’s crimson cloth quarter cloth over red paper covered boards, spine lettered in gilt, ruled in red. Near
Fine with light lean to spine. In a Near Fine unclipped dust jacket with light fading to spine; blindside shows bleeding
at spine ends and a small strip of toning. Several light creases and edge wear to publisher’s laid in materials. A beautiful
copy with review materials, and scarce thus.

[#140943796]
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$12,500

22. Peyton Place
Metalious, Grace

New York: Julian Messner Inc., 1956. First edition. Inscribed by Grace Metalious on the front free endpaper to
former owner two weeks after publication. [vi], 372 pp.
Bound in publisher’s slick black cloth with silver spine
lettering. Rubbing to cloth along edges, else Near Fine with
former owner’s name on front free endpaper above signature, in a Near Fine dust jacket with light edge wear, bright
and unfaded, unclipped ($3.95). An attractive copy.
The runaway bestseller about life in a New England town
that inspired a series of hit films and TV shows, quite rare
signed. The author was a lower middle class housewife in
Durham, New Hampshire when she wrote the novel. Its
immense success in popular culture (especially as as soap
opera franchise, which would sustained over four decades)
blindsided her and she drank herself to death at 39. Peyton
Place remains of the bestselling books in American publishing history. And while the book has been less read in
recent decades the title is still synonymous with scandal in
popular culture.

[#140943883]

$5,000
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23. If I Die in a Combat Zone,
Box Me Up & Ship Me Home
O’Brien, Tim

New York: Delacorte Press, 1973. First
edition of the author’s first published work.
Signed and inscribed by Tim O’Brien on
the title page. Bound in publisher’s original
green paper boards over beige spine cloth
stamped in black. An unusually fresh copy,
with slight browning to edges of covers and
endsheets, faint foxing to textblock edge
else Fine, in an unclipped dust jacket with
a tiny stain to the front panel and slight
surface wear to the rear. A fantastic copy
of a book normally found in much lesser
condition and scarce as such.

[#140944167]
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$3,800

24. Norwood
Portis, Charles

New York: Simon and Schuster, 1966. First edition. Bound
in publisher’s blue cloth with spine stamped in black, white
and yellow, top edges stained blue. A Fine copy, in a Fine
unclipped dust jacket with light creasing at the flap folds
and light wear to the fore edge of the front flap. A simply
stunning copy of a book to which most copies turn up in
much lesser condition, with many copies originally going
to libraries.

#140941834

$3,500

25. Le Mur [The Wall]
Sartre, Jean-Paul

Paris: Gallimard, 1939. First edition, advance (service de
press) copy. Signed by Jean-Paul Sarte and inscribed to a
former owner. Bound in publisher’s original printed wraps.
Light toning, light general wear and light reading creases
to the spine, faint vertical crease to rear cover. Housed in a
custom slipcase with an edge-chipped morroco title label
lettered in gilt.

[#140943750]

$5,000
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26. The Yellow Wall Paper

Stetson, Charlotte Perkins [Gilman]
Boston: Small, Maynard & Company, 1899. First edition in book form, first printing.
Bound in publisher’s decorated paper-covered boards. Very Good with rubbing to
extremities, bookseller ticket and contemporary owner name in pencil to front free
endpaper and pages lightly thumbed. This story was originally published in New
England Magazine in 1892, and first here in book form in 1899. It’s considered an
important early work in American feminism, particularly for its illustration of attitudes toward the mental and physical health of women in the 19th century.
[#140944156]
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$15,000

27. Uncle Tom’s Cabin
Stowe, Harriet Beecher

Boston: John P. Jewett & Company, 1852. First edition; Hobart and Robbins listed on both copyright pages, title pages
lack printing statement as called for. Two volumes, in rare
publisher’s original gift binding, blue cloth with extra gilt
stamping and all edges gilt. Near Fine or better, with lean to
bindings, light rubbing to corners and spine ends, gilt mostly
sharp, former owner inscriptions to front free endpapers and
sporadic foxing and browning to pages. An unusually fresh
and unsophisticated set in the uncommon extra-gilt gift binding. BAL 19343C.
[#140942984]

$32,000
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Poetry
28. [The Flowers of Evil] Les Fleurs du mal

consisted of 1,300 copies, 200 of which were seized and
mutilated after the six “notorious” poems were censored.

Paris: Poulet-Malassis et de Broise, 1857. First edition,
first printing containing the six suppressed poems: “Les
Bijoux”, “Le Léthé”, “A celle qui est trop gaie”, “Lesbos”, “Femmes damnées”, and “Les Métamorphoses du
vampire.” With the following issue points: “Feurs” in the
headline on pp. 31 and 108; with p. 45 misnumbered 44,
and with the last word of the first line on p. 201 “captieux”
instead of “capiteux.” The first edition of Les Fleurs du mal

Bound in full brown morocco with matching marbled-sided slipcase lined in brown morocco by Rene Lieffer, with
original second state pale yellow wraps with rear wrap
announcing Les Fleurs du Mal bound in. Extra-illustrated
with 12 later plates bound in between the title page and
first chapter. The extra plates include etchings, engravings,
and photographic plates; two of them are illustrations of
the “flowers,” prepared for later editions. A majority of the
remaining plates are portraits of Baudelaire, designed by himself, Manet, Courbet and others. pp. [7], 6-248, [4] + 12 pp.
of plates. Near Fine with light foxing to
textblock edge and lightly and sporadically throughout. Bookseller ticket to front
free endpaper, and with several modern
inscriptions to preliminary blanks from
recent owners. Light rubbing to binding
and slipcase. A beautiful and grangerized
copy.

Baudelaire, Charles

Baudelaire’s masterpiece and most
famous work, a book of lyric poetry
expressing the changing nature of beauty
in the rapidly industrializing Paris during
the mid-19th century. An enormously
influential collection of poems famously
dubbed a “frisson nouveau” (a “shock” or
“shudder” or “thrill” of the new) by Victor
Hugo, condemned by French authorities,
and held up by the Symbolists and their
descendants as one of the first stirrings of
literary modernism.
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[#140943694]

$35,000

29. The Galilee Hitch-Hiker
Brautigan, Richard

San Francisco: Cranium Presss / Or, 1966. Inscribed by
Richard Brautigan on verso of front wrap to writer Floyd
Salas on his birthday (one day early, actually) in San Francisco, Jan. 23, 1971. Publisher’s red printed wraps, handsewn string binding. Second Edition. Very Good, small
stain to front wrap, a few more small stains to back wraps.
Nice shape overall. A nice association between the singular
Brautigan and a California novelist of Spanish and Native
American ancestry best-known for his debut Tattoo the
Wicked Press.

[#140944074]

$1,500

30. Let Us Compare Mythologies
Cohen, Leonard

Montreal: Published for McGill Poetry Series by Contact
Press, 1956. First edition. Signed by Leonard Cohen and
inscribed to a former owner on the front free endpaper
and dated in the year of publication. Bound in publisher’s
original black cloth with spine lettered in silver. Near Fine
with light wear at corners and spine ends, pages toned. In a
Very Good+ unclipped dust jacket with toning, soiling and
light losses at the corners and spine ends, as well as some
mending tissue repairs to the front spine joint made to the
blindside.
One of approximately 400
copies of the late singer-songwriter, writer and poet’s first
published book, a book of
poems written when Cohen
was 15-20 years old.

[#140942911]

$28,000
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31. The Bridge
Crane, Hart

New York: Horace Liveright, 1930. First American edition, preceded by the Paris edition published by Black Sun
Press. Signed by Hart Crane on the front free endpaper.
Bound in publisher’s original dark blue cloth ruled in blind,
with titles in gilt on spine and upper board. Near Fine with
sunning to cloth at spine and edges, a few light scratches to
the boards, light loss to corners and spine ends heaviest at
the crown. Pages toned and with a few short edge tears to
pages. A work that has critics divided to this day, with some
claiming it to be Crane’s best work and a masterpiece of
American Modernism.

[#140943464]
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$30,000

32. Poems: 1909-1925
Eliot, T. S.

London: Faber & Gwyer LTD., 1925.
Limited edition, one of 75 copies [of 85
total] signed by T. S. Eliot and issued two
months after the first edition. Demi-octavo. Bound in publisher’s original white
linen boards stamped in blind on the covers and in gold on the spine; lacking the
glassine wrapper. Near Fine. Cloth toned,
spine gilt rubbed. Pages toned, and several
brown stains affecting several preliminary
sheets. Housed in a custom cloth chemise
case. Gallup A7b.

[#140943528]

$15,000
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33. Howl and Other Poems
Ginsberg, Allen

San Francisco: City Lights Pocket Bookshop, 1956. First edition, first issue with
Lucien Carr listed on the dedication page and a period after Harlem on the rear cover.
Signed by Allen Ginsberg and inscribed to a former owner on the title page, Ginsberg
has also adorned the page fully with illustrations and written “Viva banjo”. Bound
in publisher’s original stapled black wraps printed in grey with with white paste-on
printed in black. Very Good with light toning, light rubbing to wraps and slight creases
throughout. A lovely copy of the poem that defined a generation and an undisputed
cornerstone of beat poetry.

[#140943632]
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$20,000

34. Bronze: A Book of Verse

Johnson, Georgia Douglas; W.E.B. Du Bois [Introduction]
Boston: B. J. Brimmer Company, 1922. First edition. Inscribed by Georgia Douglas Johnson on the front free endpaper to author and playwright Kenneth Phillips Britton.
[iv], 101 pp. Bound in publisher’s brown cloth with paper
title label; one of two variants of undetermined priority.
Near Fine, with light rubbing to cloth at corners and spine
ends, light spotting to top of top edge of textblock, paper
spine label and pages toned, hinge following front free
endpaper is slightly exposed. Scarce.
The second book of poetry by the influential Harlem
Renaissance figure and one of the earliest female African
American playwrights, in which she explores motherhood

and being a woman of color. Johnson’s husband did not
approve of her literary ambitions and insisted she focus on
domestic affairs. He died three years after the publication of
this book; Johnson was left a widow at age 45, struggling to
support two teenage boys. She wrote an estimated 28 plays,
most of which were unpublished during her lifetime due to
her gender and race, as well as her refusal to give the plays
what she considered unrealistically happy endings.

[#140943853]

$35,000
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35. Fama, y obras posthumas, tomo tercero,
del fenix de Mexico, y dezima musa, poetisa
de la America, sor Juana Ines de la Cruz,
religiosa professa en el Convento de San
Geronimo de la imperial Ciudad de Mexico.
Juana Inés de la Cruz, Sor

Lisbon: Miguel Deslandes, 1701. First Portuguese edition.
(Second edition overall. According to Georgina Sabat de
Rivers in her Bibliografía y otras cuestiúnculas sorjuaninas,
this edition followed the first edition printed in Madrid in
1700 but preceded the Barcelona edition, which was based
on this one.) [2, Title page printed in red and black within
typographic border.], [130], 212, [3, TOC] pp. Bound in
period limp vellum with “Obras de Sor Juana -3” written
on spine, with two ties, one of which has mostly perished.
Decorative headpieces. Near Fine, with light soiling and
wear to vellum, stamp to front cover, front paste down lifting up in bottom corner, front free endpaper edge-chipped;
fairly light foxing, offsetting and faint creasing to contents,
which are generally in very nice shape and sturdily bound.
The posthumously-published poems of Sor Juana, the
“Mexican Phoenix,” a philosopher, poet, book collector,
and nun who contributed to the Spanish Golden Age. The
illegitimate daughter of a Spanish captain, Sister Juana
grew up in her maternal grandfather’s hacienda among his
considerable library. Eschewing marriage, she entered a
Hieronymite convent in 1669. Skilled in both Latin and
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Nahuatl as well as theology and logic, her radical thinking
on church hierarchy and women’s roles caused the Catholic
Church to publish a letter in 1690 demanding that she focus
on prayer rather than philosophy. She was eventually forced
to sell her extensive library of some 4,000 volumes as well
as her musical and scientific instruments. Plague struck her
convent in April 1695, and she was among the many victims. Nobel laureate Octavio Paz was largely responsible
for bringing her work to modern readers’ and critics’ attention with his 1989 book Sor Juana: Or, The Traps of Faith.

[#140944177]

$30,000

36. Nights of Naomi
Knott, Bill

Somerville, MA: The Barn Dream Press, 1971. First edition, cloth issue. Letter “L” of 26 lettered copies signed
by Bill Knott each with a unique inscription. This copy
inscribed “On behalf of the fabulous city of MISCOKIE
[sic], OKLAHOMA[,] I offer you the Key to the city of
Bill Knott (1940-1966).” This is clearly a reference to the
popular 1969 hit song “Okie from Muskogee” by Merle Haggard, the quintessential anti-hippie country song.
Unpaginated. Bound in blue cloth with gilt spine lettering.
Near Fine with subtle bowing to boards, light wear. A major
work by the late American poet and professor.

[#140943505]

$500

37. Dymer

Lewis, C. S. writing as Clive Hamilton
London: J. M. Dent & Sons, 1926. First edition. Publisher’s
blue patterned cloth with black stamping to front board and
spine, gilt titles to spine. Near Fine with faint lean to binding, spine cloth toned. Former owner bookplate and gift
inscription to front endsheet. Pages lightly toned and with
light foxing. C.S. Lewis’ second published work, a narrative poem which he began working on at age 17. Published
under the pseudonym Clive Hamilton, which combined the
author’s first name followed by his mother’s maiden name.

[#140943958]

$4,800
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38. Poem-Scapes
Patchen, Kenneth

Highlands, North Carolina: Jonathan Williams, Publisher, 1958. First edition; one of a limited 75 numbered
copies prepared with covers hand painted by Kenneth
Patchen, with colophon signed and painted by the poet
as well. Near Fine with wear to edges of boards and toning to pages. Patchen often experimented with different
forms of writing and incorporated painting, drawing,
and jazz music into his works. He has been hailed as a
major influence on the San Francisco Renaissance and
the Beat Generation.

[#140943799]

$2,200

39. Watts Poets and Writers: A Book of
New Poetry and Essays

Troupe, Quincy [Editor]; Elaine Brown; Milton
McFarlane; Clyde E. Mays; Fanita; Eric Priestley;
Ojenke; Blossom Powe, C.K. Moreland; Lance Jeffers; Vallejo; Herbert A. Simmons; Leumas Sirrah;
K. Curtis Lyle; Stanley Crouch; Lino; Cleveland
Sims; ridhiana; Robert Bowen
[Los Angeles]: Quincy Troupe, 1968. First edition.

Signed by Quincy Troupe, poet and biographer of Miles
Davis; inscribed to photographer and filmmaker Sedat
Pakay, “Keep on pushin!” with Troupe’s address and
phone number written below. His collected poetry from
the past 50 years was released in 2022 by Seven Stories
Press, Duende. 90, [4] pp. Bound in publisher’s stapled
wraps.Very Good, wraps stained and lightly edge-worn,
tears to front wrap along staples but binding holding,
foxing to edges. Rare, especially signed by its editor.
A collection of poems and essays by a noteworthy creative writing group that was begun in September 1965
in the wake of the Watts Riots by writer Budd Schulberg. It would be monitored and disrupted by the FBI as
part of their COINTELPRO domestic activities.

[#140943460]

$2,500
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Science Fiction
and Horror
40. Pebble in the Sky

edge wear, toning, foxing to edges. A rare format of this
foundational text in the literary genre of climate fiction.

Garden City, New York: Doubleday & Company, 1950.
Advance uncorrected proof of the first edition of Isaac Asimov’s first published book. Unbound gathered and folded
sheets with publisher’s review slip labeled “uncorrected
proof” stapled to upper sheet, likely used as a review copy.
Near Fine with toning and light soiling to front and rear.

[#140943614]

Asimov, Isaac

[#140943589]

$8,500

41. The Drowned World
Ballard, J. G.

London: Gollancz, 1962. Uncorrected proof of the first
edition. Bound in publisher’s original drab wraps printed
in black with “Uncorrected” rubber-stamped to front cover.
Near Fine with short split to tail of rear spine joint, light
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$5,800

42. Jaws

Benchley, Peter
Garden City, New York: Doubleday & Company, 1974.
First edition. Signed by Peter Benchley on the half-title
page. Bound in publisher’s original black cloth stamped in
silver. Near Fine with light rubbing to cloth at extremities,
tiny stain to textblock edge. In a Near Fine price-clipped
dust jacket with light wear to the extremities and fading to
the red print on the spine panel. Copies of the first printing
signed by the author are scarce.

[#140943863]

$3,200

43. Fahrenheit 451
Bradbury, Ray

New York: Ballantine Books, 1953. First edition, #106 of
200 copies with limited issue asbestos binding, hand-numbered and signed by author on colophon. [viii], 199, (3) pp.
Johns-Manville Quinterra asbestos binding, lettered in red.
Fine, with light wear to crown with a small spot of wear
there to the rear joint, light bumping to bottom corners,
trivial soiling. Two tiny spots to the textblock edge. Issued
without a dust jacket. The classic dystopian, anti-censorship novel, plus two short stories “The Playground” and
“The Rock Cried Out.” A phenomenal copy of book which
usually turns up spotted, stained or cracked, though here
near-pristine. A total knock-out.

[#140944077]

$45,000
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44. Tarzan of the Apes
Burroughs, Edgar Rice

Chicago: A.C. McClurg & Co, 1914. First edition with
publisher’s two-line imprint on copyright page printed in
Olde English, in Currey B binding with acorn at the foot
of the spine. Signed by Edgar Rice Burroughs on the front
free endpaper. Bound in publisher’s red cloth with titles in
gilt on upper board and spine; lacking the dust jacket. Very
Good with light lean to binding, soiling and wear to cloth,
light scratches to textblock edge, corner crease and former
owner name to front free endpaper above Burrough’s signature. Rear inner hinge slightly exposed, front inner hinge
slightly pulled. Pages toned.

[#140943534]

45. Gemini: The Anti-Insurgent Fanzine
Bradley, Marion Zimmer

Rochester, TX: Published by the Author for FAPA, [1951].
Likely the first issue, of two published. 4pp. Two mimeographed sheets stapled at top corner. Very Good with light
toning and light wear. An early science fiction fanzine
published for FAPA by Marion Zimmer Bradley when she
was in her early 20s. She would go on to write The Mists of
Avalon and Darkover series.

[#140943237]
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$350

$24,000

46. Survivor

47. Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep?

Garden City, NY: Doubleday & Company, Inc., 1978. First
edition. Bound in publisher’s ochre leatherette boards with
titles stamped in black on the spine. Near Fine with light
shelf wear and light toning to pages. In a Near Fine unclipped dust jacket with light shelf wear and light toning.
Butler’s rarest novel, which after a few early editions she
would not allow to be reprinted.

New York: Doubleday & Company, 1968. First edition.
Bound in publisher’s original grey cloth boards with spine
lettered in gilt. Near Fine with faint splaying to boards,
light offsetting to free endsheets. In a Very Good+ unclipped dust jacket with light edge wear, light toning and
some creasing to the spine panel. The basis of the 1982 film
Blade Runner, and a first edition which has recently become harder and harder to come by.

Butler, Octavia E.

[#140942890]

Dick, Philip K.

$3,000

[#140943800]

$17,500
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48. Neuromancer, Count Zero, Mona Lisa
Overdrive
Gibson, William

London: Victor Gollancz, 1984, 1986, 1988. First British
edition, first printing of each book in William Gibson’s epic
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Sprawl Trilogy. Each book is signed by Gibson on the title
page, Count Zero is inscribed to a former owner. Fine, in
Fine unclipped dust jackets, with faint fading to the yellow
spine of Neuromancer. Neuromancer, the first book in this
trilogy and Gibson’s first novel, was the first winner of the
science fiction “triple crown”, taking the Nebula, Hugo and
Philip K. Dick Award. It has been credited with starting the
Cyberpunk genre.

[# 140944160]

$15,000

49. Brave New World
Huxley, Aldous

London: Chatto & Windus, 1932. First edition. Bound in publisher’s blue cloth with spine lettered in gilt. Near Fine with
s lean to the binding, bump to the top edge of the lower board, several spots to the spine cloth, light rubbing at the corners
and spine ends and a small bookseller ticket to the front free endpaper. In a Near Fine dust unclipped dust jacket with light
edge wear and without the spine toning so prevalent with this title. A very sharp copy. The first British trade edition of the
classic dystopian novel that posited a nearly omnipotent totalitarian state essentially built from the ground up, rather than
the top-down dictatorship of 1984.

[#140941963]

$15,000
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50. The Haunting of Hill House
Jackson, Shirley

New York: The Viking Press, 1959. First edition. Bound in publisher’s yellow and turquoise cloth with titles stamped in black.
Near Fine with slight wear to cloth at spine ends and very faint
fading to spine cloth, top page corners lightly bumped. In a Near
Fine unclipped dust jacket with light edge wear; light foxing to
the blindside. A fantastic copy of the horror novel that inspired the
1963 and 1999 films titled The Haunting and a more recent Netflix
series.

[#140943801]

$3,750

51. The Sundial
Jackson, Shirley

New York: Farrar, Straus and Cudahy, 1958. First edition. Signed
by Shirley Jackson and inscribed to a former owner on the front
free end paper. Bound in publisher’s original black paper covered
boards over grey spine cloth lettered in black. Near Fine with light
toning and light wear at spine ends. In a Near Fine unclipped dust
jacket with light edge wear, light toning to the spine panel and the
blindside. Books signed by Jackson are scarce.

[#140943583]
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$4,500

52. Carrie

King, Stephen
Garden City, New York: Doubleday & Company, 1974.
First edition. Signed by Stephen King and inscribed to
a former owner on the half-title page. Bound in publisher’s original maroon cloth with spine lettered in gilt, with
publisher’s P6 date code to gutter of page 199. Near Fine
with light rubbing to lettering on spine, owner book plate
to front free endpaper and ownership notation to following
blank sheet. In a Near Fine unclipped dust jacket with publisher’s price of $6.95 intact with light general wear, stray
mark to front panel, toning, light rubbing, short crease to
rear flap. The author’s first book.

[#140943767]

$7,500

53. The Dark Tower: The Gunslinger

King, Stephen; Michael Whelan [Illustrations]
West Kingston, RI: Donald M. Grant, [1982]. First edition,
limited issue. Copy #271 of 500 copies signed by Stephen
King and illustrator Michael Whelan on the limitation page.
224 pp. Bound in publisher’s cloth with brown lettering,
housed in slipcase. Fine in a bright attractive dust jacket,
hint of wear at head, else Fine. Light wear to slipcase. A
beautiful copy of the first book in Stephen King’s Dark
Tower series, signed by both the author and the illustrator.

[#140943708]

$12,500
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54. Rage

on cover and spine, top edge gilt, black coated endpapers.
Near Fine, lightly shelf worn.

New York: Signet Books / New American Library, 1977.
First edition. Signed by Stephen King on the title page in
blue marker. Bound in publisher’s original wraps. Near
Fine with light rubbing to covers and light color re-touching to the front cover along the edges, slight sunning to the
spine, rubber stamp to top edge of textblock. A psychological thriller written by Stephen King under the pseudonym
Richard Bachman involving a school shooting. After being
associated with high school shooting incidents in the 1980s
and 1990s, King has chosen to let this book fall out of print.

An early science fiction novel. Its title is the goddess
Aphrodite’s name spelled backwards. These first editions of
Etidorhpa were distributed privately. Eventually a popular
success, the book had eighteen editions and was translated
into seven languages. Etidorhpa literary clubs were founded
in the United States, and some parents even named their
(unfortunate) infant daughters Etidorhpa.

King, Stephen writing as Richard Bachman

[#140943989]

$15,000

55. Etidorpha

Lloyd, John Uri; J. Augustus Knapp [Illustrations]
Cincinnati: John Uri Lloyd, 1895. First edition. Signed by
the author in ink at the end of a two-page facsimile note at
the front, as issued. One of approximately 1200 copies. xiii,
376 pp. With frontispiece and numerous illustrations by J.
Augustus Knapp. Another facsimile note from the author is
tipped in at the rear. “To the Subscribers” sheet is laid in at
front. Publisher’s brown cloth with gilt lettering and design
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The novel begins with the narrator, The-Man-Who-Did-It,
betraying an unnamed secret society, leading to his kidnapping, a la the 1826 case of William Morgan. He is sent
to a cave in Kentucky that leads to the earth’s lush, hollow
interior where gigantic mushrooms grow. When he nibbles a little of one he blasts off on a trip, taking the reader
with him. Etidorpha has been called “the first psychedelic
novel.” Whether or not that’s accurate, Terence McKenna
was a fan of the book, speculating the author’s observant
account of hallucinations was based on firsthand experience. This is quite possible as Lloyd was a pharmacist and
his brother Curtis a mycologist. He also reputedly predicted
the eruption of Vesuvius, the San Francisco earthquake of
1906, and the powering of cars without gasoline, according
to his other acolytes. A true literary anomaly.

[#140942944]

$2,500

56. Hymn to Satan: Words & Music by Tigrina

Tigrina [pseudonym of Edythe DeVinney Eyde]; Lisa Ben [Pseudonym]; Geo Wyman [Art]
[Los Angeles]: A Darkling Publication, [1941]. First edition. 2 pp. Single sheet of yellow paper hectographed in red on
recto, green on verso. Very Good with small chip to corner, faint vertical crease through middle, small closed tear to edge,
tiny stain noticeable on verso. A truly scarce item; no copies located in OCLC WorldCat search but one copy known to be
at the ONE Archives at USC.
Reputedly music for a Satanic Black Mass legendary Los Angeles-area sci-fi fan and fanzine writer Tigrina hoped to perform with fellow fan Arthur Louis Joquel II. It has been called the first example of filk music, which is folk music for an
imaginary culture typically derived from science fiction or fantasy literature. She would go on to publish the first lesbian
magazine in the United States, Vice Versa five years later. Hymn to Satan is a fascinating, brief glimpse at the outer reaches of fandom and the occult in 1940s L.A., so far ahead of its time it boggles the mind.

[#140943412]

$7,500
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57. The Time Machine
Wells, H. G.

London: William Heinemann, 1895. First British
edition, in wrappers, issued simultaneously
alongside the first cloth edition. Bound in brown
wrappers printed in black in a variant not described by L. W. Currey. Though the collation
conforms to his first issue (A) with no inserted
publisher’s catalog at rear and all edges trimmed,
the wraps do not. In Currey’s binding D he
describes brown wraps printed in black with a
heavy ornate border, similar in color to these
wraps though the print design does not conform
to this here copy with it’s simple black rule.
Surviving copies in the original wraps are scarce
on the market, especially those in collectable
condition and without restoration.
[152] pp. Near Fine with soiling, toning and
light wear to wraps. Pages toned, erasure marks
to half-title page and several reading creases to
page corners. A fantastic survival of this fragile
production, in exceptional condition. A foundational work of modern science fiction.

[#140943549]
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$12,500

Children’s
Literature
58. The Chronicles of Prydain: The Book of Three, The Black
Cauldron, The Castle of Llyr, Taran Wanderer, The High King
Alexander, Lloyd

New York: Holt Rinehart and
Winston, 1964-1968. First edition set of the children’s fantasy
series. Complete in five clothbound volumes. Final volume,
The High King, signed by Lloyd
Alexander with brief inscription,
dated 1984. Signed bookmark
about Alexander’s work laid in
as well. Near Fine in Very Good
or better dust jackets, rubbed
and a little toned, a little soiled
and edge-worn. Black Cauldron jacket price-clipped; small
stain to back panel of Taran;
second state Newbery medal,
creased, on front panel of The
High King. The award-winning
series, the first two volumes
of which inspired the dark,
cult-classic Disney film The
Black Cauldron.

[#140943784]

$4,000
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59. Madeline

Bemelmans, Ludwig
New York: Simon and Schuster, 1939. First
edition. Bound in publisher’s original illustrated boards. Light edge wear, browning to
endsheets from binder’s glue, contemporary
former owner name and date to verso of front
free end paper, else Fine, in an unclipped dust
jacket with light dust-soiling, light toning to
the spine, and several edge tears with associated creases neatly mended from the verso.
An unusually sharp and bright copy.

[#140943692]
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$4,500

60. [Minna Unchi] [Everyone Poops, or Everybody Poops]
Gomi, Taro

Tokyo: Fukuinkan-Shoten, 1977. First edition in the original Japanese language of this best-selling plotless children’s
book. Bound in publisher’s original stiff printed wraps.
Very Good with toning and wear to wraps, musty odor and
sporadic foxing to pages. Very uncommon indeed--while
everybody poops few can own a book this rare, plus most
things that poop do not have money.

[#140943789]

$1,750

61. Stories & Illustrations by Harley

Harley [Flanagan]; Allen Ginsberg (Introduction)
[no place]: Charlatan Press, 1976. First edition. Inscribed
by Harley Flanagan to a former owner in a contemporary
hand, accompanied by a holograph illustration of a ship.
Bound in original illustrated paper-covered boards over
yellow cloth spine. Very Good with rubbing to covers, light
edge wear. At age 12, Flanagan was the drummer for New
York punk band the Stimulators, and would later go on to
found the New York hard-core band Cro-Mags.

[#140943643]

$950
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The Arts

62. My Camera in the National Parks
Adams, Ansel

Boston: Virginia Adams, Yosemite National Park, and
Houghton Mifflin, 1950. First edition, signed by Ansel
Adams on a preliminary blank. In publisher’s original spiral-bound stiff white wraps printed in black. Near Fine or
better with faint foxing to textblock edges, in a Near Fine
dust jacket with a shallow chip at the head, several tears
and some short splits started at the folds but on the whole
an excellent example of the jacket, which usually turns up
much worse for wear and rare thus.

[#140943691]
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$3,000

63. Interaction of Color
Albers, Josef

New Haven: Yale University Press, 1963. First edition. Large quarto. 14.5” x 11” x 5.75”. Bound in
publisher’s original black cloth slipcase lettered in
white, housing a matching cloth-bound text volume
and a black cloth chemise slipcase housing 80 folders containing 93 color plates with protective tissues
collated complete, and softcover commentary volume.
Plates are printed in as many as twenty colors, with a
combination of silk-screen, four color separation and
photo-offset processes.
Near Fine, with lightest fading and wear to spines of
cloth bindings, small square shadow to base of spine
of the outer slipcase; commentary is near Fine with
trace rubbing; folders with prints are About Fine with
light occasional toning to tissueguards or plates and
several tissueguards and slightly edge-worn. A fantastic copy.

Josef Albers was a German-born artist and educator,
and the first living artist to be given a solo shows at
MoMa and at the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New
York. He taught at the Bauhaus and Black Mountain
College, headed Yale University’s department of
design, and is considered one of the most influential
teachers of the visual arts in the twentieth century.
[#140943906]

$15,000
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64. Hollywood Babylone [Hollywood Babylon]
Anger, Kenneth

Paris: J.J. Pauvert, 1959. First edition of Hollywood Bab-

ylon in the original French language, printed in Paris six
years before the American edition. Inscribed by Kenneth
Anger to a former owner on the title page. Bound in publisher’s original plain brown wraps with photo-illustrated
dust jacket, profusely photo-illustrated. Near Fine with lean
to binding and toning to wraps at top and bottom edges.
In a Very Good dust jacket with sunning to the pink spine
type, light scratches to the surface, edge wear with chipping
and some loss.
The first appearance of Kenneth Anger’s sensationalist swipe at Hollywood, packed with
photos, gritty detail, and innuendo. The 1966
American printing was suppressed but a 1975
reissue brought it public, albeit not critical, acclaim. The book became a controversial classic
of film history.

[#140943847]

$5,500

65. Atget - Photographe de Paris
Atget, Eugene

New York: E. Weyhe, 1930. First edition. Bound in publisher’s original maroon cloth over boards lettered in gilt, top
edges stained yellow; in original stapled card slipcase. Near
Fine with slight fading to spine cloth, contents toned. Slipcase is toned, lightly soiled and edge-worn with a partial
split along one joint. With a frontis portrait of Atget taken
by Berenice Abbott and 96 plates reproducing in collotype
photographs mainly from the Abbott collection. A Roth 101
title, rare in such nice condition and in the slipcase.

[#140943608]
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$2,800

66. Manifesto LAX

Babitz, Eve [Editor]; Steve Martin; Carrie Fisher; Ed
Ruscha; Terry Melcher; John Vanhamersveld [Artist];
The Eagles; Richard Adams; Ronee Blakley; Ellie
Coppola; Bob Stein; Ron Cooper [Photography];
Ned Doheney; Mirandi Babitz; Nancy Audley; Elisa
Leonelli [Photography]; Michael Kovacevich [Photography]
Los Angeles: [No Publisher], [1976]. First and only issue of an underground paper edited by Eve’s Hollywood
author Eve Babitz and featuring work by a diverse group of
Californians in her orbit at the time including actors Steve
Martin, Carrie Fisher, and Ronee Blakley, as well as songs
by The Eagles (“Hollywood Waltz”) and infamously Manson-adjacent producer Terry Melcher.
Loose sheets, varicolored and slightly stiff, as well as
illustrations by Vanhamersveld on white paper, housed in
an illustrated envelope, hand-numbered. Copy #29 of an
unknown limitation, undoubtedly scarce. From the collection of writer Michael Elias, who is featured in one of the
photos herein. A series of four photos by Elisa Leonelli
entitled “Insect Fear” is included in a separate manila envelope. Fold-out poster also included. Includes photos (one of
Ed Ruscha), poems, and short stories. Contents complete.
Near Fine. Main envelope edge-worn, its gummed flap
attached to verso of one illustration. Similarly one “Insect
Fear” photo is adhered to its envelope.
An unusual hip ‘70s L.A. publication, a “harebrained
scheme” to make a monthly underground paper conceived,
according to Babitz’s biographer, by her in a drunken night
with graphic designer John Van Hamersveld. Features some
of Steve Martin’s earliest published work, including a story
about eating poodles reprinted from a ‘zine Babitz edited in
1973.

Carrie Fisher, the late actress best-known as Princess Leia
in the original Star Wars, contributes a poem and a story.
She was a habitue of Babitz’s favorite watering hole, Ports,
according to Lili Anolik, and a fellow fan of wearing hats.
That’s about all that is on record about Fisher’s involvement with this project.

[#140943997]

$4,500
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67. Z mého dětství: dřevoryty (From My
Childhood: Woodcuts)

Bochořáková-Dittrichová, Helena; Arne Novák [Preface]
Prague: Orbis, 1929. First edition. Bound in publisher’s cream-colored boards with black stamping to front
board. Text in Czech. Very Good+, edges a bit dustsoiled, head worn, pages toned, former owner’s woodcut bookplate on verso of front free endpaper, small
horizontal tear to one page’s margin, in a Very Good
dust jacket, worn at head, rubbed along folds, faint
dampstain to front panel. Quite rare in dust jacket.

68. Ghost World
Clowes, Daniel

Seattle: Fantagraphics, 1997. First trade edition.
Signed on the title page by the Daniel Clowes. Bound
in publisher’s original denim blue cloth lettered in yellow. Fine, with a trace amount of rubbing to the boards
along the top and bottom edge, in a Fine unclipped
dust jacket with trivial rubbing at the extremities. A
The first wordless novel by a woman, an autobiograph- fantastic copy and rather uncommon in the hardcover
ical tale of middle-class life in Moravia (a rural region edition. A cult-classic which served as the basis for
the critically acclaimed 2001 film directed by Terry
of The Czech Republic) told in a series of beautiful
Zwigoff and starring Thora Birch, Scarlett Johansson
woodcuts. A significant though obscure early graphic
and Steve Buscemi.
novel.
[#140943791]
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$6,000 [#140942996]

$1,250

69. Hothead Paisan: Homocidal Lesbian
Terrorist (Complete Run in 21 Issues)
Dimassa, Diane

New Haven, CT: Giant Ass Publishing, 1991-1998. First
edition. All issues except one are first printings. (Issue #5
is a second printing.) Complete run of 21 issues. Includes
numerous ads and promotional materials for Giant Ass Publishing and its prodigious lines of merch, laid in. Near Fine
with light wear; slight roll to spines of #4, 10, 13 and 17.

up in New Haven, Connecticut; sharp working-class New
England humor and accents abound. First printings of the
early issues are increasingly uncommon, as are runs.

[#140943921]

$4,000

The dark-humored, outrageous alternative comic book that
was a staple of 1990s lesbian culture in America. Writer
and illustrator Diane Dimassa spelled out her anti-heroine’s
genesis in the first issue:
“I wonder what would happen if, say, some lesbian really
checked out for lunch, you know, like say her brain just
totally shit the bed one day, and she starts believing everything she sees on T.V.? So, like, while she’s going about her
daily queer routine, all this T.V. crap is seeping in and she’s
getting psychotic, and like she needs therapy really bad, but
she doesn’t know it? I bet her boundaries would be really
fuzzy. I bet she’d be lots of fun to be around. I bet she’d be
a real... Hothead Paisan.”
Another key influence on the series is Dimassa’s growing
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70. The Cottingley Fairies in three issues
of The Strand Magazine: December 1920,
March 1921, & February 1923
Doyle, Arthur Conan

London: Georgnes Newnes Ltd., 1920, 1921, 1923.
The saga of mystery author Arthur Conan Doyle’s
involvement in the famous “fairy photographs,” one of
the greatest photographic hoaxes of all time, unfolds
in three issues of the popular British magazine The
Strand. Ironically, the creator of arch-logician Sherlock Holmes was publicly duped by two cousins, aged
9 and 16.
Publisher’s pictorial wraps; house in a custom blue
cloth clamshell case backed in navy sheep and lettered in gilt. December 1920 issue – “Fairies Photographed,” pages [462]-468. March 1921 – “The
Evidence for Fairies,” pages 199-206. February 1923
– “Epilogue,” page [49]. Very Good overall, given the
fragility of the magazines. Chipping at extremities,
creased spine Rear wrap of March 1921 detached;
penciled name on front wrap.
This is the first serial issue of Doyle’s writing on the
Cottingley fairies, which garnered the photos immense
popular interest. Work by Aldous Huxley, P.G. Wodehouse, and other top writers of the day also featured.
Rare.
[#140943038]
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$3,000
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71. Une semaine de bonté ou les sept éléments capitaux. Roman.
Ernst, Max

Paris: Éditions Jeanne Bucher, 1934. First edition. Complete in five volumes, each one of 800 numbered copies
on Navarre paper. Publisher’s variously-colored wraps,
housed in a custom slipcase. Text in French. Near Fine
with slightly rubbed and shelfworn wraps, repairs to spines,
faint crease to front wrap of third volume. Slipcase lightly
sunned and worn.
A great association copy as it belonged to French poet, surrealist, and Dadaist Benjamin Peret. Peret’s ink inscription
is on the first volume, “Exemplaire de Benjamin Péret : Les
statistiques nous apprennent que les dimanches deviennent
extrêmement rares. Tant mieux. L’ami Max.” (Translated
into English: “Benjamin Péret’s copy. Statistics tell us that
Sundays are becoming extremely rare. So much the better.
The friend of Max.”) Peret and Ernst both were leading
lights of the surrealist movement and adept at creating
collages. This proto-graphic novel is an early, acclaimed
example of the use of collage in book design with 182
images cut up and rearranged from Victorian encyclopedias
and novels.
From the collection of French economist and political adviser Jacques Attali with his bookplate on the chemise.

[#140943985]
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$8,500

72. The Lines of My Hand
Frank, Robert

Tokyo: Yugensha / Kazuhiko Motomura, 1972. First edition, inscribed by Robert Frank to a former owner. Folio.
Bound in publisher’s original black cloth boards lettered
in white, in black cloth-covered slipcase with photo onlay;
caption booklet in Japanese laid in. Near Fine with light
wear, small abrasion to page above Frank’s inscription,
fading to slipcase spine and very subtle fading to spine of
book.
Published in Japan prior to the Lustrum publication of the
same title. From a limited edition of 1,000 unnumbered
copies.

[#140943609]

$12,000

73. Art in Transit
Haring, Keith

New York: Harmony Books, 1984. First edition. Signed by
Keith Haring in white marker on the title page and dated
in the year of publication. Bound in publisher’s original
stiff illustrated wraps. Near Fine with light wear and light
soiling. A lovely copy.

[#140942975]

$2,250
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74. Cameraworks

Hockney, David; Lawrence Weschler
New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1984. First
American edition. Signed in an arch by
David Hockney over two pages from
verso of front free endpaper to half-title.
284 pp. Bound in publisher’s white cloth
with black lettering. Fine in Near Fine
dust jacket, lightly shelfworn. The British
artist’s early ‘80s photocollages: 122 full
color plates and 53 illustrations.

[#140943954]

$900

75. The Complete Jacob Lawrence (Jacob Lawrence: A Catalogue Raisonne & Over the
Line: The Art and Life of Jacob
Lawrence)

Lawrence, Jacob [Art]; Peter T. Nesbett
[Editor]; Michelle DuBois [Editor]
Seattle & London: University of Washington Press, 2000. First edition, limited issue. Signed by
Jacob Lawrence on page at front of Catalogue Raisonne,
unnumbered copy in stated limitation of 250 copies. Two
clothbound volumes, housed in publisher’s black slipcase.
Fine in Fine dust jackets, light shelf wear to slipcase. A
deluxe two volumes survey of the African American artist’s
work in color.

[#140943874]
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$1,800

77. The Secret Public

Savage, Jon; Linder Sterling

76. Yasumasa Morimura: 9 Visages

Morimura, Yasumara [Photographer]; Gabriel Bauret
Paris: Fondation Carter pour l’art contemporain, 1993. First
edition, signed limited issue, one of 110 copies thus with
Morimura’s signature in golden sharpie, plus a 4” x 5”color
photo also signed by him in black ink. Bound in publisher’s
white wraps; staple bound Japanese and English translation
booklets included, as is promotional postcard. Fine. Rare
catalogue for an exhibition by Fondation Carter pour l’art
contemporain at Jouy-en-Josas, March 7-April 25 1993
featuring the Japanese artist’s work.

[#140943862]

$2,500

[Manchester, UK]: New Hormones, [1978]. First edition.
12 pp. Side folding wraps, 16 1/2” by 23 1/4” when unfolded. Very Good+ with light wear along folds, a few small
faint stains to outer wraps.
Black-and-white photo-collages by Jon Savage, Sex Pistols
biographer and publisher of the fanzine London’s Outrage,
and Linder Sterling, an artist who worked on many Factory
Records releases and the Buzzcocks’ first single “Orgasm
Addict.” Features Situationist-style detournements of ads
and deconstructions of gender and desire, produced in
fanzine format; the visual expression of UK punk. One of
1000 copies.

[#140942966]

$2,000
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78. Ruth et Booz. Traduction littérale des
textes sémitiques.

Schmied, Francois-Louis [Illustrator]; J.-C. Mardrus
[Translation]
Paris: Chez F.L. Schmied, 1930. Copy number 13 of 162
numbered copies (from an edition of 172 total) signed by
Francois-Louis Schmied. Folio. A beautiful and lavish
production, with 28 wood engravings printed in colors,
each one signed by the artist; signed by Schmied on the
colophon, and with an additional presentation inscription
from the artist on the blank front free endpaper. With an
additional suite of plates printed in black, being numbered
8 and signed by Schmied on the section’s title page, and
with an additional suite of plates in color, also numbered 8
and signed on the section title page, and an additional suite
of 20 pages showing the separation of the plates.
Bound a beautiful art binding by the French master binder Madame Marot-Rodde in full golden morocco, inlaid
with a tan morocco panel and white vertical and horizontal
striped. Inside boards with yellow watered silk pastedowns,
surrounded by gilt and white morocco inlay, housed in a
yellow marbled slipcase with morocco tips. Near Fine with
rubbing to outer hinges. A stunning copy.

[#140943679]
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$15,000

79. Crap Hound No. 5: A Picture Book for
Discussion & Activity
Tejaratchi, Sean

Portland, OR: Crap Hound, 1997. First edition. Inscribed
by Sean Tejaratchi on verso of front wrap to former owner
in black ink, “Amy - you are the snowflakes that drift on
the winter breeze.. the luminous plankton that ride (singular, dammit) the waves [wavy symbol] [heart] Sean” next to
his printed signature. Bound in publisher’s stapled wraps,
red and green variant. Corners slightly worn, else Fine.
An uncommon signed copy of a long-running clip-art ‘zine
from the graphic designer and humorist best-known for his
brilliant Liartown online and print work. This issues features pictures of eyes, hearts, and hands as well as the Luz,
Spench, and Feisty McShitty designer retro fonts.

[#140943553]

$400
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80. Brett Weston: Photographs from Five
Decades (with print “Reeds, Oregon”)
Weston, Brett [Photographer]; R.H. Cravens

New York: Aperture, 1980. First edition, signed limited issue, no. 26 of 400 copies thus. Includes gelatin silver print
“Reeds, Oregon” from 1975 mounted on board, signed
by Weston in pencil, his stamp on reverse of photograph
mount. Book also signed by Weston at limitation in ink.
131 pp. Publisher’s oatmeal cloth lettered in gilt, housed
in matching slipcase. Photograph contained in publisher’s
portfolio lettered in gilt. A Fine copy presented in publisher’s original shipping box.
A collection of 100 elegant modernist photographs by Brett
Weston, son of Edward Weston. Many of his black-andwhite photos abstract forms in nature and nudes.

[#140943943]
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$5,500

Religion and
Spirituality

81. The Old Testament & New Testament,
Bible in English [The Macklin Bible]

London: Printed for Thomas Macklin by Thomas Bensley,
1800. First edition of The Macklin Bible, a masterpiece
of book design that has been called “the last of the great
Bibles.” Complete in six volumes. Elephant folios 19” in
height, 15.5” in width, spines typically around 2.5”. Full
red morocco, covers with elaborate gilt borders, spine with
double raised bands gilt in seven compartments, all edges
gilt, gilt dentelles, marbled endpapers. Sturdy bindings are
holding well despite the demands of the heavy textblocks.
Very Good, ex-libris from the John Wilson Collection
of Multnomah County Library with small bookplates on

paste downs, a few penciled notes to versos of title pages
but otherwise unmarked. Wide margins. Bindings scuffed
and soiled, rubbed along joints, wear at heads and tails.
Contents generally bright with typical offsetting from
engravings; many tissue guards still present. Handwritten
2pp. 1889 note from London bookseller Henry Sotheran
tipped-in to Vol. 1, wherein he apologizes for the lack of
The Apocrypha, which was published in 1816.
A tremendous, lovely picture book with remarkable fullpage engravings, engraved chapter heads, and text in double columns with Roman font, 29 lines to the full column.
Reading it is an immersive physical and mental experience.

[140943722]

$9,500
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82. From the Caves and Jungles of Hindostan [Hindustan]

occasional light foxing, a little wrinkling to title page from
errata pasted on copyright page. Tiny ink correction to one
page. An attractive, unsophisticated set.

London: Theosophical Publishing Society, 1892. First edition in the English language. Bound in publisher’s original
dark blue cloth lettered in gilt. Near Fine with light rubbing
the the cloth, light waer at spine ends, light marking to rear
cover. Thin blemish to front pastedown, stray mark to rear
paste down. A sharp and bright copy.

A classic expansive survey of folklore and religion throughout the world, covering all manner of practices, stories, and
beliefs in otherworldly entities. Useful for summoning the
true deep cuts of eldritch gods for one’s ceremonies. Why
waste everyone’s time trying to land Lucifer when Chaldaic
angel of death Malk-ad Mousa’s schedule is clear and he’s
willing to work?

Blavatsky, Helena Petrovna

[#140943889]

$800

83. Demonology and Devil-Lore
Conway, Moncure Daniel

London: Chatto & Windus, 1879. First edition. Complete in
two volumes. xvi, 428, [1]; xii, 472 pp. Illustrated. Bound
in publisher’s russet cloth with gilt stamping, brown endpapers. Very Good+ with light rubbing, darkening to spines,
small pieces of front free endpaper stuck to half title,
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Also an entertaining read. Here is a passage chosen at
random, “There is a modern legend in the Far West (America) of a horse called ‘The White Devil,’ which in revenge
for some harm to its comrades, slew men by biting and
trampling them, and was itself slain after defying many
attempts at its capture” (p. 127). Plenty of Fortean phenomena is mentioned as is slightly more mundane but scholarly
history.

[#140943655]

$2,000

84. Be Here Now
Dass, Ram

San Cristobal, NM: Lama Foundation,
1971. First edition in the scarce cloth-bound
issue. Bound in publisher’s original skyblue cloth stamped in gilt. Very Goof with
wear at tips, light fraying to spine ends,
slight lean to binding. Two former owner
bookplates to front pastedown, slight sporadic soiling. A classic book on spirituality,
yoga and meditation by the American yogi
and spiritual teacher Ram Dass.

[#140943364]

$3,500
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85. Dat nye testament Jhesu Christi dorch
D. Mar. Luth. [The New Testament translated into Low German by Martin Luther]
Luther, Martin [Translator]

Rostock: Ludowich Dyetz [Ludwig Dietz], 1548 [1553].
12mo. Contemporary full calf over wooden boards,
tooled in blind. Two hinges for metal clasps, now lacking. [808], [19, Register], [3, An de Lefer] pp. Text in
Low German. Title page printed in red and black. Very
Good. Joints worn and cracked, exposing cords; edges
chipped. Previous owners’ inscriptions and bookseller
ticket to front free endpaper. Their underlining to text
throughout, limited marginalia, coloring to initials with
bleed.Three leaves have loss; CCLIX damaged at tail;
horizontal tear to CCCXXV. Rarely found complete.
Martin Luther’s epochal translation of the New Testament from the Greek of Erasmus was first published in
1522; the entire Bible in High German was published in
1534. A year earlier printer Ludwig Dietz began printing
an edition in the Low German dialect, similar to Dutch;
he went to Denmark at the invitation of its king in 1548
and completed this edition five years later back in his
hometown of Rostock, Germany.

[#140942927]
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$3,000

86. Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance: An Inquiry into Values
Pirsig, Robert M.

New York: William Morrow & Company, 1974. First
edition. Signed by Robert M. Pirsig. Bound in publisher’s
original black paper boards over black spine cloth lettered
in silver. Near Fine with light lean to spine, toning to pages.
In a Near Fine unclipped dust jacket with toning and light
wear. The first of Pirsig’s books in which he explores his
Metaphysics of Quality.

[#140943972]

$2,500

87. Songs of the Soul

Yogananda, Paramhansa; [Paramahansa Yogananda]
Boston: Sat Sanga, 1923. First edition. Inscribed by Paramhansa Yogananda to “Mr. Bernard, with best wishes and

blessings” on Nov. 7, 1924, with the postscript, “’Listen
to the song of Infinite within.’” We believe the inscribee
to be Glen Bernard, a friend of Yogananda in the 1920s,
due to its provenance. He was a serious student of Eastern
religion, the half brother of Pierre Bernard, AKA “Oom the
Omnipotent,” and father of yoga practicioner and author
Theos Bernard, “The White Lama.”
106, [1] pp. Bound in publisher’s orange pebbled cloth
ruled in blind with titles stamped in gilt. Near Fine with old
newspaper clipping of a photo of Yogananda with Luther
Burbank mounted on page after front free endpaper, some
associated offsetting; otherwise a very bright and clean
copy with sharp gilt. Very slight darkening to spine. Lacking jacket. A collection of mystical poetry, published just
three years after Yogananda founded the Self-Realization
Fellowship. An excellent copy with an interesting association, signed.

[#140943621]

$8,500
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Counterculture
88. Free the Seattle Eight: Free Bobby
Seale (Original handbill)
Anonymous

[No Place]: [No Publisher], [1970]. 4.25” x 5.5”, single-sided handbill flyer. Good, horizontally creased,
missing triangular chips at corners, wrinkled, toned.
No other copies located in commerce or in institutional collections such as University of Washington’s
Vietnam War Era Ephemera Collection.
A scarce piece of propaganda from the American
anti-Vietnam War movement, demanding the freeing
of the protestors that would become famous as The
Seattle Seven. On February 17, 1970 the Seattle Liberation Front organized a protest of about 2,000 people against the imprisonment of the Chicago Seven
including Black Panther Bobby Seale, converging on
the Seattle federal courthouse. About 200 protestors
chanting “Free Bobby!” attacked the building with
rocks and paint and were reputedly tear-gassed by
Seattle Police. Eight protestors would later be indicted: Jeff Dowd, Michael Abeles, Joe Kelly, Michael
Lerner, Susan Stern, Roger Lippman, Chip Marshall,
and Michael Justesen. Jutesen skipped town and was
never found, so the group became known as The
Seattle Seven. Most of the charges would eventually
be dropped.
Jeff Dowd, though, would become a film producer and
later gain cult fame as an inspiration for “The Dude”
in The Coen Brothers’ 1998 film The Big Lebowski.
Hence The Dude’s lines, “Ever heard of the Seattle
Seven? That was me. Well, me and six other guys.”
One was female, but otherwise the reference was real.

[#140943566]
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$1,500

89. 3 Days of Peace & Music (Original program for 1969 Woodstock Festival)
Dwyer, Ed, Jr.; Michael Forman [Editor]; Bertram
Cohen [Art Director]

[Woodstock, NY]: Concert Hall Publications, Inc., [1969].
First edition. (The “f” in “3 days of peace & music” on
front wrap is printed directly over a pale sunflower bud
with no outline, making it hard to read; this was changed
for reprint editions.) Unpaginated. Bound in publisher’s
stapled wraps with printed tissue first and last pages, some
pages on thicker yellow stock. A Fine copy with hardly any
shelf wear, very faint indent to top of first four pages. A
bright, attractive copy.
The program for the famous Woodstock Music and Art
Fair, perhaps the defining moment of the ‘60s and the most
famous festival in rock history. An ephemeral item, scarce
in such nice shape. With the full three-day program on
the final leaf, illustrated throughout, with an introduction
“Words: No Title” by Bennett Sims. Full-page advertisements for the acts, including Joan Baez, Canned Heat,
Crosby, Stills & Nash, Richie Havens, Janis Joplin, Ravi
Shankar, The Who, Blood Sweat & Tears, The Band, Creedence Clearwater, Sly and the Family Stone, the Grateful
Dead, Jimi Hendrix, and Joe Cocker.

[#140943540]

90. Trepanation: The Cure for Psychosis
Hughes, Bart; Hugo Bart Hughes

Amsterdam: Foundation for Independent Thinking, 1970.
First edition. [2][, 42, [4] pp. with 12 pp. booklet Glossary
with Homo Sapiens Correctus and Trepanation The Cure
for Psychosis laid in. Bound in publisher’s orange stapled
wraps. Very Good+, lightly scuffed and shelf-worn.
A scarce work on trepanation, the surgical drilling of a hole
in the human head. The author, a Dutch librarian, was its
best-known proponent, having drilled a hole in his own
skull in 1965. Four copies of this edition found in an OCLC
WorldCat search, only one of which is in the US. Trepanation is perhaps the furthest-out point of 1960s “far-out”
thinking in global counterculture. This work combines
trepanation with anti-psychiatry ideas, which were in vogue
at the time, for a DIY cure-all guide for all mental ills;
recommended as a historical document, not for any medical
treatment.

[#140944045]

$1,500

$1,500
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91. Radical Software Vol. 1 Numbers 1-4

Phyllis, Beryl [Editor]; Korot Gershuny [Editor]; Michael Shamberg [Editor]; Megan Williams [Editor]
New York: The Raindance Corporation / Radical Software,
1970-1971. The first four issues of the trailblazing early
‘70s video art magazine with a technical bent that included
early programming and computer art. Nos. 1-3 are in a tab-
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loid folded newspaper format; no. 4 is saddle stapled. Very
Good overall, wear along edges, a few ink stains to front
wrap of no. 1, a few tidemarks and more edge wear to nos.
3 & 4. Many of the leading avant garde artists of the time
contributed including Nam June Paik, Ira Schneider, and
Frank Gillette. Uncommon.

[#140943552]

$2,000

92. Scanlan’s Monthly

Steadman, Ralph [Illustrator]; Warren Hinkle [Editor];
Sidney E. Zion [Editor]; Hunter S. Thompson; Robert
Crumb [Illustrator]; Alfred McCoy; Robert Altman;
William Turner
New York and St. Jean, Quebec: Scanlan’s Literary House,
1970-1971. Complete run of seven issues plus the final,
rare “Suppressed Issue” produced in Canada. Landmark
article “The Kentucky Derby is Decadent and Depraved” in
issue #4 signed by Ralph Steadman in red ink. A very Near
Fine set, bright and clean set; truly excellent shape. No subscriber labels. Some wraps and contents age-toned, staples
occasionally rusted.
Scanlan’s was a counterculture magazine that broke down
nearly as many boundaries as its predecessor, Ramparts,
during its short existence. It launched “gonzo journalism”
with the article “The Kentucky Derby is Decadent and
Depraved” by Hunter S. Thompson, illustrated by Ralph
Steadman, in its June 1970 issue-- that’s the one with Nixon’s face being punched into oblivion. Steadman’s splattery
signature graces the negative space around the derby-goer’s

head on the article’s title page. He and Thompson would
go on to collaborate on the book Fear and Loathing in Las
Vegas, which brought gonzo journalism widespread popularity.
The set also features work by R. Crumb, Alfred McCoy
(author of The Politics of Heroin), JFK investigator Jim
Garrison’s cohort William Turner, and Robert Altman well
as other Thompson (AKA Raoul Duke) and Steadman
work.

[#140944044]

$6,000
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93. The Curse of Lono

Thompson, Hunter S.; Steadman, Ralph [Illustrator]
New York: Bantam Books, 1983. First edition. An
association copy signed by Hunter S. Thompson
on the half-title page using his nickname “Flood”
and inscribed to his neighbor and close friend for
decades, Monty, “To the Admral for reasons that
need not be disguised at this time. [signed] Flood /
Owl Farm 1/25/84.” At the top of the half-title page
also inscribed by Monty, “New Year 1984 / It could
be worse.. / Jah Knows.. / Pissgums.” Monty was
referred to by the nickname “Captain Pissgums” by
Hunter S. Thompson and his friends. Laid in is a
menu for luncheon and dinner dishes to be served
at Monty’s on Friday, August 19th, 2005, the day
before HST’s ashes were to be fired from a canon in
a lavish, private funeral ceremony funded by actor
Johnny Depp.
Bound in publisher’s original printed wraps. Near
Fine with toning, light soiling and light wear to
spine and extremities, short split at bottom of front
spine joint. Tales of drugs, marathon running, real
estate, greed, and fishing in the Aloha state from the
legendary gonzo journalist, beautifully illustrated
in vibrant color by his artistic collaborator on Fear
and Loathing in Las Vegas, signed and inscribed to a
close friend shortly after publication.

[#140943447]
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$12,500

94. The Electric Kool-Aid Acid Test
Wolfe, Tom

New York: Farrar Straus Giroux, 1968. First edition.
Signed by Tom Wolfe on the front free endpaper.
Bound in publisher’s white cloth with titles stamped
in metallic multi-colors on the spine. Near Fine
with light toning to boards at edges, fading and a
few small droplets to the topstain. In a Near Fine
unclipped dust jacket with light general wear. A
fantastic copy.

[#140943759]

$3,500
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Politics and
History
95. [Handbill] Fortieth Anniversary of the
Woman Suffrage Movement, International
Council of Women Assembled by the National Woman Suffrage Association
[Anthony, Susan B.] The National Woman Suffrage
Association

Washington, D.C. The National Woman Suffrage Association, 1988. A handbill for the Fortieth Anniversary of the
Woman Suffrage Moment, International Council of Women
Assembled by the National Woman Suffrage Association.
Signed by Susan B. Anthony on the bottom margin. Single
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sheet measuring 5 3/4” x 4 5/8”, printed on recto only. Very
good with vertical crease to center, light corner creasing,
light soiling.
Founded in 1888, The International Council of Women was
created during the second international conference of the
National Woman Suffrage Association as a way to bring
women from many countries together to work for women’s
issues. For this even, Susan B. Anthony served as the Vice
President at Large on the Committee of Arrangements.

[#140944072]

$1,800

96. The Black Panther: Black Community
News Service (51 Issues, 1967-1976)
Black Panther Party; Emory Douglas [Artist]; Huey
Newton; Bobby Seale; Eldridge Cleaver

Oakland & San Francisco: The Black Panther Party, 19671976. First editions. 51 tabloid issues. Newsprint in tabloid format. Publication sequence as follows: Vol. 1 No.
6; Vol.2, Nos. 5, 18, 20; Vol.3, Nos.1-3, 6, 12, 16, 21-22,
26, 27, 29, 32; Vol.4, Nos. 3-8 (both issues), 9, 12, 14,
18, 25-29; Vol. 5, Nos.1, 9, 10, 12-17, 20; Vol.6, Nos.1, 6,
13-14 (a single issue), 28; Vol.7, Nos. 8, 10; Vol. 8, No. 30;
Vol.9, No. 3, 9, 20, 28; Vol.15, No.16. All issues horizontally folded at center, with mild dustiness, light toning and
wear to extremities, small edge tears with attendant creases;
a handful of issues folded slightly off-center, resulting in
short tears and creasing to overhang; three issues with some
mild, faint dampstaining; Vol.3, No.3 with some tearing and
attendant creasing to lower wrappers; minor scribbling to
front wrapper of Vol.8, No.30; a solidly Very Good group
overall, without postal markings.
A well-preserved, substantial run of the Black Panther
Party’s official newspaper, with the issues represented here
chiefly from the paper’s peak in terms of content, circulation, and overall aesthetic. In terms of content, Huey
Newton was acknowledged as the chief theoretician of
the Party and its newspaper, though in terms of generating
mass-appeal, much of the credit goes to Emory Douglas.

“Douglas’s work on the Black Panther newspaper and for
the party was fearless in content and style. He was the
party’s Revolutionary Artist, graphic designer, illustrator,
political cartoonist, and the master craftsman of its visual identity. His distinctive illustrations styles, cartooning
skills, and resourceful collage and image recycling made
the paper as explosive visually as it was verbally...Part of
Douglas’s genius was that he used the visually seductive
methods of advertising and subverted them into weapons of
the revolution. His images served two purposes: to illustrate
conditions that made revolution a reasonable response and
to construct a visual mythology of power for people who
felt powerless and victimized” (Durant, Sam (ed). Black
Panther: The Revolutionary Art of Emory Douglas, pp.9596). Unlike issues from the earliest days of the paper and
those from the mid-1970’s through 1980, the present run is
visually stunning and innovative in its design and layout.
Supplements (where issued) are present, and nearly every
issue features full-page revolutionary artwork by Douglas
on the front or rear wrappers. More than a dozen issues
feature brightly-illustrated or photomontaged centerfolds
(Huey Newton, Bobby Seale, Ericka Huggins, et al.), and
three issues feature full-sized centerfold posters of Eldridge
Cleaver, Alprentice “Bunchy” Carter, and the Revolutionary People’s Constitutional Convention. A key publication
responsible for shaping African American revolutionary
thought in the twentieth century; runs of this size are uncommon in commerce.

[#140943433]

$14,000
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97. Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee: An
Indian History of the American West
Brown, Dee

New York: Holt Rinehart and Winston, 1970. First edition.
Inscribed by Dee Brown on the front free endpaper with a
small drawing of a teepee. xxii, 487 pp. Bound in publisher’s orange boards with black cloth backstrip, spine lettered
in blue, ruled in metallic crimson. Near Fine with former
owner’s bookplate on front free endpaper underneath signature, his name written on rear endpaper as well; sunned
spine., a few tiny stains to top edge. In price-clipped dust
jacket, spine sunned, lightly worn.
A history of Native Americans and the American West that
struck a chord with readers as the American Indian Movement was surging at the time of publication. It became a
bestseller and has never been out of print since. Rare as a
first printing (later printings are quite common, though),
and especially so signed.

[#140943829]

$4,500

98. The Life and Letters of John Brown,
Liberator of Kansas, and Martyr of Virginia
Brown, John; Franklin B. Sanborn [Editor]

Boston: Roberts Brothers, 1885. First edition. [ii], x, 645
pp. with frontispiece and illustrations. Bound in publisher’s
yellow cloth lettered in gilt, blue endpapers. Near Fine,
cloth slightly mottled, bookplate on rear paste down. A very
clean, attractive copy in uncommonly nice shape despite its
age.
A laudatory, detailed biography-in-letters of the still-polarizing 19th century American abolitionist written by one of
the Secret Six who funded Brown’s famous raid on Harper’s Ferry.

[#140943778]
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$800

99. War is a Racket

100. Boots and
Saddles

Butler, Smedley

New York: Round Table Press, Inc., 1935. First edition.
Bound in publisher’s original red cloth lettered in black.
Near Fine with light lean to binding and light wear to cloth,
in a Near Fine price-clipped dust jacket with light wear at
the extremities, light toning to the spine and light rubbing
to the rear panel.
A rediscovered antiwar classic by the (then) most highly
decorated Marine in US history. One recent reprinting of
the book featured essays by contemporary figures like Jessie Ventura, Cindy Sheehan, and David Talbot hailing the
book. Butler also broke up a secret coup plot against FDR
sometimes referred to as “The Business Plot,” dismissed
by the mainstream media of the time but recounted and
affirmed in books such as Jules Archer’s The Plot to Seize
the White House.

[#140942828]

$2,800

Custer, Elizabeth B.
New York: Harper & Brothers, 1885. First edition, second
state “with portrait and map” printed on the title page.
Signed by Elizabeth B. Custer the first blank page and
dated 1894.
Bound in publisher’s original brown cloth stamped in black
and gilt. 312pp. Near Fine with light rubbing to corners and
spine ends, small tear to front paste down and browning
to several pages where clippings were formerly laid in. A
beautiful copy.
A gentle, loving portrait of George Armstrong Custer by
the person who knew him best. From his call to duty with
the Army of the Potomac on she accompanied her husband
on all his expeditions save the Indian campaigns, “the only
woman who always rode with the regiment”

[#140943668]

$3,200
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101. Black Reconstruction
Du Bois, W.E.B.

New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1935. First
edition. Review copy with publisher’s stamp on front free
endpaper with publication date and price, in very rare possible review version of the dust jacket without price. [viii],
746 pp. Bound in publisher’s black cloth with gilt spine
lettering. Very tiny wormhole in front gutter cloth, else Fine
in a Near Fine dust jacket, spine panel dulled, worn at head,
a few paint flecks on back panel. Scarce in jacket.
One of Du Bois’ major works, a revisiting of the reconstruction period as a critical time of Black advancement
in American society and a near-revolution of anti-racism
and societal change. In portraying the period in this way
he was clashing with the academic orthodoxy and popular
conceptions of the time. In the 21st century it has been
given renewed attention and called “the foundational text of
revisionist African American historiography.”

[#140943735]

$12,500

102. The Affluent Society
Galbraith, John Kenneth

Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1958. First edition.
Inscribed by John Kenneth Galbraith to a former owner on
the front free endpaper. Bound in publisher’s original cloth.
Near Fine, with light wear to corners and spine ends, bookseller ticket to front free endpaper and pages toned. In a
Near Fine dust jacket, unclipped but with a circular sticker
over price, toning, light soiling, light wear at the spine ends
and a gentle vertical crease down the spine panel. A fantastic copy, signed by the author.

#140943059
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$2,800

103. Human Work

Gilman, Charlotte Perkins
New York: McClure, Phillips & Company, 1904. First
edition. A family copy, signed by Charlotte Gilman Perkins, “This is my greatest book, with ethics [-- --?] cover
my life’s work” and dated in 1934. Written in pencil above
Gilman’s inscription are the names David Beecher Stowe
(b.1916) and Lyman Beecher Stowe (1880-1963).
Gilman was a member of the Beecher Stowe family, a
prominent family of the 19th century which boasted many
members notable for their stances on issues of religion, civil rights, and social reform including abolition and women’s
suffrage. Since Gilman’s father abandoned her family while
she was young and her mother was unable to support the

children on her own, Gilman was often in the presence of
her father’s aunts, namely Isabella Beecher Hooker, a suffragist and Harriet Beecher Stowe, author of Uncle Tom’s
Cabin. Lyman Beecher Stowe was the grandson of Harriet
Beecher Stowe, and David was his son.
Bound in publisher’s original brown ribbed cloth. Near
Fine, lightly worn and rubbed, pages toned.
A fantastic family association copy with an inscription by
the author lending insight into the importance and personal
pride she placed on this work. The renowned feminist writer’s ground breaking analysis of economic activity and the
subjugation of women.

[#140943368]

$8,500
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104. [Soapine, French Laundry Soap &
Welcome Soap] Set of 30 Advertising Trade
Cards
Gilman, Charlotte Perkins [Stetson]

Providence, Rhode Island: Kendall Manufacturing Co.
/ Curtis Davis & Co., ca. 1880. A collection of 30 trade
cards featuring 17 different designs by Charlotte Perkins
Gillman, who developed them as a young student along
with her cousin Robert Brown. These trade are author’s
first published work, though she dismissed them in her
autobiography as merely “an amusing source of income.”
Chromolithographed cards roughly measuring 2” x 4.5”,
with designs printed on rectos and many printed on versos
with advertisements for Kendall Manufacturing’s Soapine and French Laundry Soap, four cards advertise Curtis
Davis & Co.’s Welcome Soap; ten versos are blank. The
utopian feminist best-known for her semi-autobiographical
short-story “The Yellow Wallpaper” written after a bout of
severe postpartum psychosis.

[#140943825]
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$1,650

105. Women and Economics

[Gilman] Stetson, Charlotte Perkins
Boston: Small, Maynard & Company, 1898. First edition.
Bound in publisher’s original brick-red cloth with printed
title label to spine. About Near Fine with lean and light sunning to spine, edge wear and toning to title label on spine.
Front inner hinge slightly exposed, former owner name on
front free endpaper and pages toned.
A lovely copy of this scarce feminist work, in which Stetson speaks of an uneven power distribution between men
and women, that men have claimed credit for human progress and that most female activities are directed by men,
and she calls on women to change their cultural identities.

[#140943895]

$4,000
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106. The Brown Beast: Concentration
Camp Europe Under the Rule of Hitler

107. The Worldly Philosophers: The Lives,
Times, and Ideas of the Great Economic
Thinkers

Hajsman, Jan; Jan Masaryk [Preface]; L.H. Vydra
[Translator]; M.H. Levine [Translator]

Heilbroner, Robert

Prague: Orbis, 1948. First edition. Signed by Jan Hajsman
on title page in green ink, inscribed in Czech in the year of
publication to former owner. 213, [3] pp. Bound in publisher’s wraps.Very Good, wraps worn along edges, slight
crease to front wrap, small tidemark to rear colophon.
A history of the German occupation of Europe during
WWII by a Czech journalist and resistance fighter who
spent nearly six years in Buchenwald concentration camp
(Sept 1939-April 1945). This work and his earlier book Buchenwald were some of the earliest writing about German
concentration camps. Scarce signed.

[#140943669]
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$750

New York: Simon and Schuster, 1953. First edition. Signed
by Robert Heilbroner on the front free endpaper, inscribed
to the former owner and dated 11/1/92. [viii], 342, [1] pp.
Bound in publisher’s navy cloth with crimson spine stamping, lettered in silver. Near Fine with rubbing to lettering,
pages toned with age; text free of marks. In a Very Good+
dust jacket, price-clipped with slightly dulled spine, slight
creasing and wear to foot.
An attractive signed copy of the surprise bestselling history
of economics told through the life stories of great economists such as Adam Smith, David Ricardo, John Maynard
Keynes, Thorstein Veblen, and Karl Marx.

[#140943727]

$5,000

108. Large archive of documents on Japanese internment from the War Relocation Authority
The War Relocation Authority

[Various Places]: The War Relocation Authority, 1942-1956. A substantial archive of over 300 individual documents, plus
a few duplicates, relating to Japanese internment during WWII, forming a very thorough view of the federal agency that
directed their imprisonment, The War Relocation Authority. Such
a sizeable collection of WRA documents is extremely rare in
commerce.
All the major facets of the dark, disturbing episode of Japanese
internment are represented in this archive: its basic legal and
historical outlines, the WRA’s publicity and propaganda and its
reception in the US, the WRA’s groundbreaking use of social
sciences in service of repressive American policies, life and death
in the camps, and the ending of internment.
The essential history of internment can be said to begin with
Franklin D. Roosevelt’s Executive Order 9102 establishing the
War Relocation Authority, included in mimeograph format.
Around that time and later an Index-Digest of Opinions by the
Office of the Solicitor compiles legal opinions about internment
with commentary by regional attorneys.
Additionally included are many of the WRA’s quarterly and
semi-annual reports, as well as a nearly 300-page contemporary
history of the agency by an unknown author, untitled and likely
written in late 1944.
The publicity campaigns of the agency are reflected in collections
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of the propaganda leaflets the WRA issued, a near-complete
run of the abstracts the WRA prepared on press coverage
it faced, mimeographed speeches presented by WRA head
Dillon S. Myer and other agency figures, and a file of documents relating to the WRA’s investigation by the House
Committee on Un-American Activities (HUAC), which
would become famous under Joseph McCarthy in the early
‘50s. The WRA’s sensitivity to criticism is apparent, especially in their robust reaction to HUAC’s critiques.
One of the most controversial sections of the WRA, the
Community Analysis Section, is heavily represented in
this archive by near-complete runs of their Community
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Analysis and Project Analysis Reports. The Community
Analysis Section was largely composed of social scientists,
primarily anthropologists, who studied life in America’s
WWII concentration camps. Their aim was to aid Franklin
D. Roosevelt’s administration in running the camps with as
little resistance as possible by applying lessons learned in
the disciplines of Japan studies and the human sciences. Although some Community Analysts voiced objections within
restricted internal communications, few brought these
objections before the American public. Throughout the next
six decades anthropologists, psychologists, and sociologists
would become increasingly integral in US military operations and counterinsurgency campaigns, leading to contro-

versy with the revelation of their complicity in acts of torture
by the American military in Iraq and Afghanistan.
Life and death in the camps is revealed in the previously
mentioned reports of the Community Analysis Section, as
well as in detailed reports of Americans of Japanese ancestry
who died in the camps and in military service Cumulative
Casualties by Center, documents about Tule Lake and a death
there. The thoroughness of these reports is undoubtedly of use
to future historians looking into various rebellions within the
camps and the repression which followed, as well as deaths of
Nissei in WWII. A smaller collection of documents outlines
the closing of the camps and attempts to transition their residents back to normal life.
Most are stapled mimeographed documents; a few are carbon
copy typescripts,as indicated in their descriptions. Very Good
condition overall. Around ten of the documents are ex-library
copies with their stamps and “discard” written on them. Occasional holograph notations for routing in the WRA bureaucracy. Some documents marked “Confidential” and “Do Not
Publish.” Manuscript annotations to some leaves.
A remarkable collection of documents that reveal not only
what the WRA did, but how its bureaucrats perceived it and
themselves. There is a strange but quintessentially American
mixture of professionalism, media savviness, cruelty, optimism, and racism for historians and researchers to study here,
and, hopefully, for us all to learn from.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF CONTENTS AVAILABLE
UPON REQUEST.

[#140943102]

$150,000
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109. (An Extensive Run of a Japanese Internment Camp Newspaper) The Topaz
Times [and] Topazu Taimuzu
[Japanese Internment] Katayama, Taro [Managing
Editor]; Iwao Kawakami [Weekly Editor]

Topaz, UT: The Topaz Times, 1942-1945. Four hundred
issues of The Topaz Times; 197 of which are in English and
203 in Japanese; with 47 fragments of various issues, 17
illustrated calendars, and nine pieces of ephemera including high school newspapers from Topaz War Relocation
Center, Ram-bler and Topazette. Following two Pre-Issues
from September of 1942, the run spans from Vol. II #49
(February 27, 1943) to Vol. X #19 (March 6, 1945). The
newspaper was issued with varying frequency, from daily
to weekly or less. Illustrated with drawings, many of which
are cartoons. Each issue from 2 to 10 pages or so, generally
printed on both sides of mimeographed sheets measuring
about 36.5 x 22.5 cm (14¼” x 8 ¾”). Stitched together into
monthly groups, or fascicles, with string through small
holes in the top margins. Very Good overall with some edge
wear, chips, and tears; very infrequent loss of text or biopredation. Most issues appear complete but archive is sold
“as is” with regards to completeness. Rare.
Complete list of issues (in both Japanese and English),
special editions, calendars, and incomplete issues available
upon request.
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An immense archive of original issues of the camp newspaper for the Topaz War Relocation Center, which opened
near the town of Delta, Utah in September 1942 and closed
in October 1945. Now considered concentration camps,
the centers, several of which were scattered across the
American west, housed Americans of Japanese descent and
immigrants who had come to the United States from Japan.
President Franklin Roosevelt signed controversial Executive Order 9066 in February 1942, ordering people of Japanese ancestry to be incarcerated in what were euphemistically called “relocation centers” during World War II. Most
of the people incarcerated at Topaz came from the Tanforan
Assembly Center in California, and had previously lived in
the San Francisco Bay Area. The articles in these newspapers are concerned mainly with internal camp matters, with
much on schools and intramural sporting events, churches
and religious activities, camp safety, navigating the camp
bureaucracy, births and a few deaths, Nisei soldiers who

were either drafted or enlisted into service, job opportunities both inside and outside the camp (some of which
were at The Topaz Times itself), and much more. The
tone is surprisingly positive and upbeat, though perhaps
that can be expected due to overt or implied censorship.
The illustrations in particular (which occasionally take the
form of full page comic strips with reoccuring characters)
demonstrate a unique artistic sensibility born of the grim
realities of internment that could not be directly challenged,
tempered with a distinctly American mid-century optimism.
These newspapers’ most unsettling quality is their continual
insistence on finding and displaying normalcy in the midst
of a monumental abnormality, namely the tremendous injustice of mass incarceration and displacement on the basis
of ethnicity.

[#140943882]

$150,000
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110. Twelve Years a Slave: Narrative of
Solomon Northup, A Citizen of New York,
Kidnapped in Washington City in 1841, and
Rescued in 1853, From a Common Plantation Near the Red River, in Louisiana.
Northup, Solomon

Auburn, Buffalo, Cincinnati: Derby and Miller; Derby,
Orton and Mulligan; Henry W. Derby, 1853.
First edition. [4, ads], xvi, (17)-336pp. Bound in publisher’s
brown cloth, spine lettered in gilt, boards stamped in blind
with original yellow coated endpapers. Illustrated with seven full page illustrations including the frontispiece of the
author. Housed in a leather backed custom clamshell case.
About Very Good with cloth worn along edges, exposed
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boards along bottom edge, rubbed spine lettering. Contents
significantly foxed and printing quality of pages varies,
as is typical. A presentable copy of the sought-after first
printing in its original binding with no discernible sophistications; quite rare thus.
A ex-slave memoir by an African American man who had
been a free landowner in New York but during an 1841 trip
to the nation’s capitol was drugged, kidnapped and sold
into slavery. He lived for twelve years in bondage in the
Red River region of Louisiana. Upon publication Frederick Douglass hailed his story as a work whose “truth is far
greater than fiction... It chills the blood.” Also the basis of
an award-winning 2013 film.

[#140944182]

$20,000

111. Orientalism
Said, Edward

New York: Pantheon Books, 1978. First edition. Inscribed by Edward
Said on the front free endpaper to the person who compiled the index to
this book, “For David - Old friend, excellent + helpful critic, affectionately”. Beam’s last name is written in ink on the verso of the front free
endpaper, and “Index by David W. Beams” is rubber-stamped to the first
page of the index.
Bound in publisher’s original black cloth with titles stamped in gilt on
the spine. Very Good with wear to cloth at tips, softening to head of
spine and bump to top edges of boards, texblock edge lightly soiled,
pages lightly toned, small newsclipping taped and light marginal stain
to front free endpaper. In a Very Good unclipped dust jacket with light
rubbing and edge wear.
A foundational text of post-colonial studies that remains widely studied
and cited in academia today. Exceptionally scarce signed.

[#140943846]

$7,800

112. (Broadside) Booker T. Washington Principal Tuskegee Normal and Industrial Institute Will Speak in ___________ at____o’clock
__________ 1913. All Are Invited.
[Washington, Booker T.]; [Mohonk Mountain House]

[New Paltz, NY]: [Mohonk Mountain House], 1913. Broadside measuring 14” x 11”. Time and date left blank. Fine.
Bright with trivial wear.
An unused broadside prepared by
or for Mohonk Mountain House in
connection with African American educator and author Booker
T. Washingtopn’s more or less
annual appearance/ fundraising
speech at this venerable Hudson
Valley Resort in 1913. Mohonk
Mountain House is a Victorian
castle resort, founded in 1869. Its
founder, who died in 1912, and
Washington were good friends
and correspondents.

[#140943101]

$2,500
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Science and
Medicine

113. Bodily Changes in Pain, Hunger, Fear and Rage:
An Account of Recent Researches into the Function of
Emotional Excitement
Cannon, Walter B.

New York: D. Appleton and Company, 1915. First
edition. Signed by Walter Cannon on the front free
endpaper, “With cordial regards.” xiii, 311 pp.
Bound in publisher’s crimson cloth with gilt spine
lettering. Very Good with darkened spine lettering,
worn tips, diagonal crease to ffep, lacking dust jacket. Quite rare signed.
The author was an American physiologist who
riginated the concept of homeostasis. This particular work introduced the world to the “fight or flight
response.” According to an article on him in BrainImmune, an online neuroendocrine immunology
review,
“He asserted that not only physical emergencies,
such as blood loss from trauma, but also psychological emergencies, such as antagonistic encounters
between members of the same species, evoke release of adrenaline into the bloodstream. To Cannon, the body”s responses to ‘fight’ are the same as
those to ‘flight.’ Adrenaline exerts several important
effects in different body organs, all of which, from
Cannon”s point of view, maintain homeostasis in fight-or-flight situations. In the
skeletal muscle of the limbs, adrenaline
relaxes blood vessels, increasing local
blood flow.”
Garrison Morton 1200.
[#140943594]
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$3,000

114. Ontogeny and Phylogeny

115. The Computer and the Brain

Cambridge, MA & London: The Belknap Press of Harvard
University Press, 1977. First edition. Bound in publisher’s
original brownish-red cloth with spine lettered in silver.
Fine in an About Fine price-clipped dust jacket with touches of edge wear. A fantastic copy.

New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1958. First edition. Bound in publisher’s original grey cloth with spine
lettered in black. Near Fine or better with light foxing to
thetop edge, in a like unclipped dust jacket light fading to
spine, light shelf wear and a small stain to the rear panel. A

Gould, Stephen Jay

#140943537

Von Neumann, John

$750

fantastic copy.

[#140942676]

$3,500
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True Crime

116. The Big Con: The Story of the Confidence Man and the Confidence Game
Maurer, David W.

Indianapolis: The Bobbs-Merrill Company, Publishers,
1940. First edition. 300 pp. Bound in publisher’s red cloth
with gilt lettering. Fine with a little offsetting to endpapers,
contents clean and bright, in an excellent unclipped dust
jacket with hardly any sunning, light wear at tips and a little
rubbing along spine folds, very Near Fine. An uncommonly
attractive, sharp copy of a work often found in rough shape
with sunned jackets.
The well-written, engaging sociology work about con
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artists-- emphasis on the “artist”-- that was the basis for
the multiple award-winning film The Sting featuring Paul
Newman and Robert Redford.

[#140943626]

$5,000

117. To Drop a Dime

Paul, Hoffman; Ira Pecznick
New York: G. P. Putnam’s Sons, 1976. First edition.
Inscribed by Paul Hoffman to a former owner. Bound in
original green cloth boards with spine lettered in gilt. Near
Fine with softening to corners and spine ends, light soiling.
In a Near Fine unclipped dust jacket with light rubbing,
light toning and light edge wear.

[#140943731]

$4,500
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Cooking

118. A Book of Recipes for the Cooking School
Lyford, Carrie Alberta

Hampton, VA: Press of the Hampton Normal and
Agricultural Institute, 1921. First edition. [iv],
299, [1], xviii pp. Bound in publisher’s ochre
cloth stamped in black. A lovely Fine copy with
crisp stamping and bright pages, truly excellent.
A textbook designed to educate African American college students in the fundamentals of cooking and housekeeping while they were learning
basic academic skills, reflecting the educational
mission and uplift goals at the Hampton Normal
and Agricultural School. Notable for being the
first African American cookbook to include a
table of contents.

[#140944184]
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$2,500

119. The Alice B. Toklas Cook Book
Toklas, Alice B.

London: Michael Joseph, 1954. First edition. Bound in
publisher’s coarse beige cloth with gilt titles blocked in
green on the spine. Near Fine with dulling to gilt, toning to
pages, erased previous owner name to front free endpaper
and previous owner gift inscription to half-title page. In
a Near Fine unclipped dust jacket with some toning and
light edge wear, with a tear at the top of the rear spine joint
repaired with tape on the blindside and with some associated creasing. A lovely copy in a striking jacket. Contains the
infamous recipe for “Haschich Fudge” on page 259, which
“anyone could whip up on a rainy day”.

[#140940396]		

$2,500

120. 366 Vegetarian Menus and Cook’s
Guide
Wallace, Chandos Leigh Hunt

Oxford: Mrs. C.L.H. Wallace, [1883]. First edition. 135,
[3], xii pp. Bound in publisher’s dark green cloth with elaborate gilt and black stamping, patterned endpapers. Very
Good+ with light wear, a few tiny stains to cloth, a few
spots of foxing to edges, hinges starting.
A scarce vegetarian cookbook with daily recipes, complete
with an in-season meal planner, four courses per meal, (“a
soup, a savoury course, a sweet course, a cheese course,
and a beverage, with all their suitable accompaniments”),
with no duplication of recipes. A cook’s guide is at the
rear detailing the preparation of many of the dishes in the
menus.
Wallace (1854-1927) was a spiritualist and healer who
strongly advocated a vegetarian diet as a cure-all. She also
was a crusader against both public vaccination and alcohol.
Scarce. Only three copies of this edition located in a recent
OCLC Worldcat search.

[#140943871]

$3,000
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Nature

121. The Outermost House: A Year of
Life on the Great Beach of Cape Cod
Beston, Henry

Garden City, New York: Doubleday, Doran and Company, 1928. First edition. xv, [3], 222 pp. Bound in
publisher’s blue cloth with titles stamped in gilt. Near
Fine with scratch to back board, in a Very Good dust
jacket, two closed tears to front panel (one mended
on verso) a few very tiny interior chips in and around
spine panel, unclipped ($3.00). Presents well. Rare in
jacket. A classic of nature writing, chronicling a year
of living in the Cape Cod dunes, photo-illustrated.

[#140943006]
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$4,500

122. Field Guide to Birds of the West Indies
Bond, James

[Philadelphia]: The Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, 1936. First edition. Signed on the dedication page
by James Bond, the American ornithologist whose name
Ian Flemming took for his iconic spy protagonist. Fleming,
a keen birdwatcher himself, had a copy of Bond’s guide
and he later explained to the ornithologist’s wife that “It
struck me that this brief, unromantic, Anglo-Saxon and yet
very masculine name was just what I needed, and so a second James Bond was born.” In a Reader’s Digest interview,
Fleming noted, “I wanted the simplest, dullest, plainest
sounding name I could find, and James Bond, was something more interesting, like Peregrine Carruthers. Exotic
things would happen to and around him, but he would be a
neutral anonymous, blunt instrument wielded by a government department.”
Bound in publisher’s grayish-blue cloth lettered in gilt;
lacking the dust jacket. Very Good or better with light
worming to cloth at edges, cloth lightly soiled and worn.
Pages toned, with owner name and foxing to preliminary
sheets, several light pencil check marks to margins throughout. Hinge at rear index slightly exposed. A very scarce
book in the first edition, and more so signed.

[#140943526]

$16,000

123. The Rebirth of Pan: Hidden Faces of
the American Earth Spirit
Brandon, Jim [Pseudonym]; [William Grimstad]

Dunlap, IL: Firebird Press, 1983. First edition. [xiv], 288
pp. Bound in publisher’s pictorial wraps. Near Fine with
slightly rubbed spine and shelf wear, author/publisher’s
new address stamp on copyright page. An unread copy.
A scarce self-published follow-up to the author’s paranormal/occult/ Fortean classic Weird America. This work as
well as the author’s past association with the mysterious
James Shelby Downard, his examination of the Greek goat
god Pan in the American mythos, and his far-right politics
became prominent in the TV show Hellier and Kentucky
anomaly-themed podcast Pennyroyal.

[#140944014]

$1,500
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124. The Eruptions of Sakurajima Volcanoe and Its Plants. November 1, 1926.
Kagoshima Prefecture [Compilers]

[Kagoshima City, Japan]: Kagoshima Prefecture, 1926. A scarce photobook compiled by Kagoshima Prefecture on the
southern isle of Kyushu documenting the environs and 1914 eruption of the volcano Sakurajima. Lava flows continued
for months and connected Sakurajima, a former island, to the Osumi Peninsula by a narrow isthmus. These images capture the eruption in photographs of billowing smoke, its aftermath in local flora and fauna, and later photographs from
1926 of affected areas and local residents who returned to the changed landscape. The volcano is still active.
Illustrated with 67 black and white
photographic plates interleaved with
descriptive English text printed on tissue. Oblong 8vo. Bound in publisher’s
tan cloth with Japanese style stitching,
“Kagoshimaken” stamped in blind on
front cover. Card laid in with holograph inscription in English “Compliments of Miki. Nagano, Governor of
Kagoshima-Ken.” About Very Good
with fraying to cloth along edges,
dampstain along bottom and fore edge
that extends slightly into margins at
rear.

[#140943034]
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125. The Writings of John Muir:
the Manuscript Edition

Muir, John; William Frederic Bade [Editor]
Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 191624. Manuscript edition, copy #414 of 750.
Includes a piece of John Muir’s original handwritten manuscript mounted at the front of the first volume, the beginning lines of chapter four of The Mountains of California:
“Early one bright morning in Autumn while the glacier
meadows were still crisp with frost crystals I set out from
the foot of Mount Lyell on my way down to the Yosemite
Valley. I had spent the greater portion of the summer [.]”
Complete in ten volumes, bound in publisher’s green cloth
with leather spine labels lettered in gilt. Illustrated with
photo frontispieces. Very Good+ with sunned spines, labels
rubbed and worn, a few small stains to cloth, contents unmarked and in some cases pages unopened. Offsetting from
photos.
A limited edition collection of the great conservationist’s
works with his holograph manuscript.

[#140943897]

$6,500
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126. The Yosemite
Muir, John

New York: The Century Company, 1912. First edition.
(BAL 14767.) Original dark green cloth with gilt, periwinkle, and royal blue stamping, top edge gilt. About Fine with
light wear to covers, front inner hinge slightly exposed and
offsetting to title page from tissue guard. All fold-out maps
and plates present.
Really crisp gilt and bright contents, a truly excellent copy.
Famous conservationist John Muir’s book of his beloved
Yosemite Valley; he had been instrumental in getting it
declared a national park.

[#140943697]

$2,000

127. Hallucinogenic Plants (A Golden
Guide)

Schultes, Richard Evans; Elmer W. Smith [Illustrations]
New York: Golden Press, 1976. First edition, wrappered
issue. (First printing with full letter line on last page of
text.) Very Good with worn and slightly creased wraps; interior in very nice shape. Biologist Richard Schultes wrote
this classic illustrated field guide to and history of the use
of hallucinogenic plants, the first nontechnical book of its
kind.

[#140943469]
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$750

Anthropology
and Sociology
128. The Psychology of the Servant
Problem: A Study in Social Relationships
[Fortune, Dion]; Violet M. Firth

London: The C.W. Daniel Company, 1925.
First edition. 96 pp. Bound in publisher’s
tan cloth with gilt spine lettering. Very Good
with slight bowing to boards, foxing to edges and prelims, a few small spots of foxing
to margins of contents. Former owner’s
name and info written on front free endpaper. Rare.
Occultist and co-founder of The Fraternity
of the Inner Light Dion Fortune’s feminist
political work on the degradation of being a
servant; her only work written under her real
name. She conceptualized being a servant
not just as a job but as an identity, writing,
“Being a servant is very painful to one’s
self-respect and no amount of money will
compensate that injury to anyone who has
independence of spirit.” A major work in
English labor-writing and early 20th century
feminism.
[#140943962]

$3,500
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129. The Savage Mind
Levi-Strauss, Claude

Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1966. First American
edition. Inscribed by Levi Claude-Strauss to a former owner on
the half-title page. Bound in publisher’s original blue cloth boards
with spine lettered in gilt. Near Fine with light rubbing at corners
and spine ends, two paper remnants adhered to rear paste down. In
a Near Fine unclipped dust jacket with light spine toning and light
edge wear. Housed in a custom chemise case. The Savage Mind
was one of the earliest works of structural anthropology and had a
large influence on the field of anthropology.

[#140943992]

$3,500

130. Tristes Tropiques

Levi-Strauss, Claude; John Russell [Translator]
New York: Criterion Books, 1961. First American edition. Inscribed by Claude Levi-Strauss on the title page to former owner
in slightly broken English “Contrary to John Weightman excellent
translation this one by John Russell besides being incomplete is
so bad that I would be ashamed to sign it. [signed] Claude LeviStrauss.” 404 pp. + 48 pp. of photos. Bound in publisher’s green
cloth stamped in blue and gilt. Good+ with glue-repairs to front
and rear hinges, bumped corners and worn tips, in About Very
Good dust jacket, chipped at extremities, tape repairs to verso,
price intact. Housed in an attractive custom slipcase. The French
anthropologist’s acclaimed memoir of his travels and work in South
America, uncommon signed.

[#140944028]
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$4,500

Reference
131. The Elements of Style
Strunk, Jr., William

Ithaca, NY: Privately Printed, 1919. The 1919
privately printed edition; the second of two
privately published editions; preceding the
publication of the first trade edition. Near Fine
with light rubbing and toning to wraps, former
owner name and street address to title page of
a Cornell student living at the Alpha Tau Omega fraternity house in Ithaca, corner crease to
final leaf and rear cover.
Cornell University English professor William
Strunk Jr. wrote The Elements of Style in 1918
and privately published it in 1919, for use at
the university. In 1957 the style guide reached
the attention of E.B. White at The New Yorker.
White had studied writing at Cornell under
Strunk in 1919 but had since forgotten “the
little book” that he described as a “forty-threepage summation of the case for cleanliness,
accuracy, and brevity in the use of English”.
Weeks later, White wrote about Strunk’s
devotion to lucid English prose in his column.
White greatly enlarged and revised the book
for publication by Macmillan in 1959, and the
work then became known as Strunk & White,
which in 2011, Time named as one of the 100
best and most influential books written in
English since 1923.

[#140943977]

$7,500
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Music
132. Moondog Yearbook 1

Moondog [Louis Thomas Hardin; June Hardin]
[ca 1967]. Bound in original string-bound red stiff wraps
printed in black. Very Good. Wraps lightly toned, lightly
worn and with a light staining to front cover. Pages lightly
toned and thumbed. A rare book of poetry from the eccentric blind poet and Viking of 6th Avenue, and cult favorite
musical composer.

[#140942643]
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$1,750

133. Babel
Smith, Patti

New York: G. P. Putnam’s Sons, 1978. First edition. Signed
by Patti Smith on the title page. A review copy with publisher’s promotional photograph laid in. Bound in original
black cloth lettered in blind on the upper board and in gilt
on the spine. Near Fine with boards slightly splayed. In a
Near Fine unclipped dust jacket with light general wear.
Poems, prose, lyrics, drawings and photographs. Uncommon in the cloth issue.

#140943470

$2,800

134. The Authorized Al

[Weird Al] Yankovic, Al; Tino Insana
Chicago: Imaginary Entertainment / Contemporary Books,
1985. First edition. Inscribed by “Weird Al” Al Yankovic on
the half-title page to a former owner. Bound in publisher’s
original pictorial wraps. Near Fine with light creasing and
light wear to wraps. A tongue-in-cheek look into the rock
star lifestyle of Weird Al, followed by lyrics to his songs.

[#140943650]

$1,500
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Surfing
135. Hawaiian Surfboard
Blake, Tom

Honolulu: Paradise of the Pacific Press, 1935. First edition.
Inscribed by Tom Blake on the front free endpaper, “Mr.
Joseph Farrington - may your children some day ride the
waves at Waikiki.” Farrington was a journalist who later
served as the delegate to the U.S. House of Representatives
from Hawaii Territory’s At-large district, serving in office
from 1943 until his sudden death in 1954; he followed in
the footsteps of his father Wallace Rider Farrington, who
also was a journalist before turning to politics and serving
as the Territorial Governor of Hawaii from 1921-1929.
Bound in original blue paper-covered boards stamped in
black. Near Fine with light uneven sunning to spine and
edges, light wear and soiling to covers, pages toned. Now
lacking the dust jacket but with evidence of removal to the
front and rear paste downs where jacket flaps were adhered,
as issued.
Tom Blake is often considered to be one of the
most influential surfers in the history of the
sport. He is largely credited with transforming
surfing from a regional Hawaiian sport to one
with national popularity, as well as founding
California surf culture.
“The most important publication in the surfing
canon.” - Timothy DeLaVega, 200 Years of
Surfing Literature.

[#140944080]
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$12,500

136. The Art of Surf-Riding
Funnell, Ronald S.

Newquay: The Cornish Bookshop, [1934]. First edition of
this ultra-scarce and early guide to surfing. 15pp. Bound in
publisher’s original pale blue wraps printed in black. Very
Good with toning and light creasing to wraps and pages,
with a larger but gentle diagonal crease to the front cover.

#140942965

$4,800

137. The Art of Wave Riding
Drummond, Ron

Hollywood, CA: The Cloister Press, 1931. First edition.
Bound in publisher’s original stiff wraps. Near Fine with
light sunning and toning to wraps, pages lightly thumbed.
Generally regarded as the first book devoted to surfing.
This instructional pamphlet on bodysurfing was written to
address “the pitiful sight of thousands of swimmers, young
and old, men and women, always trying and never succeeding” and to promote “this superb sport which in my opinion
is still in its initial stages of development.” The author, Ron
Drummond (1907-1996) was an icon of early surfing, heavily bearded and standing at 6’6”. He went on to a career as
a photographer, cartographer, and adventurer in northern
Canada, Africa, and the South Pacific, but remained an
active bodysurfer into the 1990s.

[#140943805]

$2,800
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